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Turkington Delivers
Year-End Report
by Elizabeth Smith

Staff Reporter
In his last meeting as Representa¬
tive Assembly President on Monday
the 23rd, Fred Turkington’84, deliv¬
ered his year-end report addressing
the accomplishments of the RA as
well as his perception of future goals.
“The RA is a much stronger,
indivisible organization tonight,
then it was one year ago when I
assumed office,” began Turkington
in his positive-minded speech and
continued to say, “Thankfully, I feel
I can look back upon many signifi¬
cant programs and responses to ful¬
fill the needs and desires of the
student body during our term of
office.”
When assuming office a year ago,
Turkington stated as a major goal
the strengthening of RA committees
because “committees can perform a
vital function at this school.” This
year’s committees saw great input
into the RA, in the opinion of Tur¬
kington; the committees this past
semester provided: the completion
of a JY A/ LO A survey providing the
college with the reasons why stu¬
dents were leaving Bates, increased
student/faculty contact through
both happy hours and dinners, input
on the freshman orientation and
suggested changes for next year,
election service provided to a variety
of organizations, and the study of a
possible meal plan.
Turkington stressed that the com¬
mittees have been an “important
asset” to the effectiveness of the RA,
especially by leaving more time for
the officers to investigate other areas
of interest. However, he pointed out
that “while the work of these com¬
mittees for the most part was good,
increased reliability and perform¬
ance must come from the members if
the officers are to achieve the other
areas of input.”
Turkington also spoke positively
about the R A’s relationship with the
administration; he described it as “a
relationship characterized by mut¬
ual respect and shared goals: to
improve residential, social, cultural
and extra curricular life at Bates.”
Two major examples that contri¬
buted to the growth of this relation¬
ship were: the monthly student
leaders’ meeting with Dean of the
College James Carignan which has
“improved the relationship between
student organization, plans for
upcoming short term and improved
budget by student organizations”
and, secondly, increased student
contact with the President.
“All freshmen had the opportu¬
nity to meet with President Rey¬
nolds, something desired by the
student body.” He concluded,
“While the view of totalitarianism in
this administration that has been
seen by some, Jeff alluded to this in
his acceptance remarks last week, I
prefer to view this as an effective
achievement of a broad set of goals.”
The accomplishments of the RA
during the 1983 winter semester
were capsulized by Turkington,
also. He said, “much time was
immersed in the issue of sexual pref¬
erence in military recruitment at
Bates.” He continued, “Charlene
and I played an active role develop¬

ing programming to air campus dis¬
cussion on this important issue.”
The second major concern, worked
on by the students and the adminis¬
tration, was to repeal the effects of
the Solomon Bill “which placed the
college as an agent of enforcement in
draft legislation and its effect on stu¬
dent aid. Our statement was among
the first of its kind in New England
colleges. It was adopted by several
other NESCAC colleges.” One of
Turkington’s stated goals when he
assumed office was the honor code
proposal which he feels “further dis¬
cussion might achieve... in the com¬
ing year, if it is desired by the student
body.”
Turkington addressed many of
the concrete accomplishments of the
RA this year. First, a Colby-BatesBowdoin leaders conference, held in
September, which led to the forma¬
tion of a Maine Student Leaders
Association. Secondly, the First
Annual Student/Faculty Coffee¬
house during Parents’ Weekend for
(Continued on Page 4)

YAHOO! Fun was the order of the day, and the weekend, at last week’s winter carnival. Pictured here are
toboggan race participants.
Photo by Lou.

Blue Goose fined $500 dollars

by Bill Walsh

Liquor Agents Arrest Bates Alum;
Issue Citation to Student

News Editor
On the evening of January 12,
1984, a Bates alumnus was arrested
at the Blue Goose Tavern, and a
Bates student was issued a civil cit¬
ation by two state liquor enforce¬
ment agents.
Brad Bjorkland ’83, presently a

student at the John Marshall Law
School in Chicago, was arrested by
the officers and charged with
“obstruction of state justice” for the
part he played in the incident.
The incident began, according to
Kristen DeAngelis ’84, when the two
officers “dragged us (DeAngelis and
Martha Hall ’86) outside”.

The commissioners had appar¬
ently entered the tavern to check
identifications of the patrons and
when neither DeAngelis nor Hall
could produce any, they were taken
out of the tavern by the two officers.
DeAngelis, is above the Maine
drinking age, Hall is not.
Said DeAngelis, “They flashed
badges in our faces” and acted in a
“ridiculously dramatic” manner.
She compared the conduct to
“something (one) might see on
Police Story."
The officers determined the ages
of the two women and Hall was
issued a civil citation for being
“under age” and was scheduled for a
court appearance. The citation is not
a criminal charge. No charges or cit¬
ations were levied against DeAngelis.

The Blue Goose Tavern, served a $500 fine in the incident.
Photo by Scarpaci._

At this point, Bjorkland, who had
followed the two women out of the
tavern, “asked some pertinent ques¬
tions without being presumptuous”,
said tavern owner Mike Miller, and
was warned not to get involved in

Computer Science Secondary Concentration
by Bill Walsh

News Editor
In response to what the Commit¬
tee on Educational Policy (EPC)
called “rapid growth and influence
of computing technology and the
corresponding rapid increase of stu¬
dent interest in computing”, the
Bates faculty, at their January meet¬
ing, approved the proposal for a
secondary concentration in compu¬
ter science by a unanimous vote.
The legislation passed by the
faculty calls for the completion of
four core courses in the math depart¬
ment as well as three additional com¬
puter “designor application” courses.

The core courses include the comple¬
tion of math 115 (computer Science:
Principles of Computing), math 205
(Linear Algebra), math 333 (Com¬
puter Science: Algorithms; for
which math 115 serves as a prerequi¬
site) and math 334 (Computer
Science: Data Structures).
The three additional courses in
computer design or application, will
give students the option of choosing
from an extensive list of available
courses to complete the concentra¬
tion. Presently, this list has not been
determined, but will be available for
the fall semester of the 1984-1985
academic year. The list will be

revised for every registration period
depending on curriculum alterations
and faculty availability to teach
courses.
Formerly, an ad hoc study group,
appointed by Dean of the Faculty,
Carl Straub, and chaired by Associ¬
ate Professor of Physics, Jack Pri¬
bram, had planned to include
courses which would develop the
“logic” involved in computer pro¬
gramming and applicaton, but the
category was dropped from the con¬
centration. Included in this category
would have been courses as philoso¬
phy 195 (Introduction to Logic) as
(Continued on Page 4)

the incident, or he would be
arrested.
According to Cathy O’Keefe ’85,
Bjorkland’s girlfriend, “Brad said he
was a law student”, and claimed, “I
want to know her rights”, referring
to Hall.
DeAngelis said that, the agents
then “flipped (Bjorkland) around,
threw him against the car, and
arrested him right there.”
O’Keefe stressed that Bjorkland
had told her after the incident that
the officers “never read (Bjorkland)
his rights... never showed him their
badges.”
Howard Cook, one of the officers
involved in the arrest refused to
comment on the incident. Sargent
Melvin, who had learned of the
events that night from Cook also
declined comment.
After the February 8 trial date
was set for Bjorkland, all charges
against him were dropped. Accord¬
ing to O’Keefe, the two officers
involved, the district attorney and
Bjorkland’s lawyer met and agreed
to have the charges dropped.
Appearing in court on January
25, Hall received a fine of fifty dol¬
lars, half of the fine normally
incurred in cases such as this.
Blue Goose owner, Miller, had a
$500 fine levied against him, the
maximum charge for the first
offense of this type.
Said Miller about the implica¬
tions of the fine and what affect it
will have on the operation of the8
tavern, “Nothing has changed.”
John Martin of the State Liquor
Commission in Augusta was not
available for comment on the
incident.
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Implementation & Security Plan

Gemayel Makes Key
Concessions to Druze
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - The
Lebanese government Monday
offered to promote a group of rene¬
gade Druze M oslem army officers in
a key concession to Druze leader
Walid Jumblatt aimed at averting a
new outbreak of civil warfare.
Prime Minister Chefik Wazzan
said the promotions were made in
response to Saudi King Fahd’s urg¬
ing that the government “step over
some obstacles” in implementing a
master security plan for the Beirut
area.
The Druze officers offered pro¬
motions had deserted from the army
last September with 800 men under
their command in Hammana and
Beit Eddein after war erupted
between Syrian-backed Druze mil¬
itiamen and the Lebanese army.
“I think the army command will
call upon those officers and soldiers
today or tomorrow to rejoin the
army within an appointed period of
time,” Wazzan said.
There was no immediate response
to the offer from Jumblatt. who

earlier this week demanded Chris¬
tian President Amin Gemayel resign
or face warfare that could lead to the
destruction of Lebanon.
The promotions were one of
Jumblatt’s main demands for imple¬
menting the security plan, which
calls for a disengagement of warring
Druze and Shiite Moslem militia¬
men and right-wing Christian
militiamen.
The army reported minor clashes
with Shiite Moslems in Beirut’s
southern suburbs.
Despite Druze threats of civil war,
fighting has subsided since a major
flare-up last week that killed 40 peo¬
ple and wounded more than 100.
Negotiations on the security plan
collapsed two weeks ago just as
Gemayers
Christian-dominated
government was about to announce
their acceptance of the plan.
Implementation of the security
plan could enable at least a partial
withdrawal of 1,200 U.S. Marine
peace-keeping troops in Beirut.

Detail to Curb Alien Influx
SAN DIEGO (UPI) - More officers
will be deployed to help a rising tide
of crimes against illegal aliens sneak¬
ing into the United States, police
said Thursday.
Police Chief Bill Kolender said
uniformed officers with four-wheeldrive vehicles and motorcycles will
be sent into border canyons as soon
as bureaucratic details can be
worked out with the Border Patrol.
Other police sources said the spe¬
cial detail would consist of 10
officers deployed along a 10-mile
strip inside the San Diego city limits.
“Whether the victims are here
legally or not, they have a right to
safety,” Kolender said.
Last year, three killings, six rapes
and 41 robberies were reported by
alien victims along the border. “We
find out about them only when the

border patrol stumbles across those
who are injured or when they are
arrested for illegal entry,” said police
Cmdr. Cal Krosch. “Then the crimes
get reported.
“But if they’re in this country ille¬
gally and are crime victims, they are
not going to report them because
they’ll get deported.”
Last Sunday night, six aliens were
robbed, three more were stabbed
and one reported a man tried to rape
her.
Police and Border Patrol officials
said border crime has risen
significantly since last autumn, part
of it attributable to gangs inTijuana,
Mexico.
Krosch said the bandits know that
many illegals carry considerable
money to pay off their guides.

‘FDA is dragging its feet.’

Diet

Italian military officials announced that 200 Italians in the
Beirut force were withdrawn Thurs¬
day, a final reduction in the unit
from 2,100 to 1,400 as announced
earlier this month by Rome officials.
Israeli officials said a partial with¬
drawal of their occupation forces in
south Lebanon was being consid¬
ered, but said there will be no
complete withdrawal of Israeli for¬
ces unless the Syrians also withdraw
their troops from northern and east¬
ern Lebanon.
A spokesman said any with¬
drawal would be coordinated with
Lebanese authorities and local lead¬
ers in south Lebanon.
The leading Shiite Moslem spirit¬
ual leader, Sheik Mohammed
Mehdi Chamseddein, said Shiites in
south Lebanon would not talk to the
Israelis.
“We don’t accept peace as a
reward from anybody,” he said.
In southern Lebanon, the com¬
mander of an Israeli-trained militia
in the village of Ruman was assassi¬
nated Thursday by an unidentified
gunmen, Israeli security sources.
Security sources said it was not
clear whether the killers were Shiite
Moslems who oppose cooperation
between the Lebanese and Israelis.

World News Capsules
by Charles Prast
Staff Reporter

Lottery Pays $11 MUSon
TORONTO—Nine days after the
winning number was drawn, a Can¬
adian truck driver and his wife
stepped forward to claim the largest
lottery prize ever in North America.
The tax-free winnings amounted to
over $11 million. The interest on the
jackpot is over $21,000 a week,
slightly more than Mr. and Mrs.
Stuart Kelly made in one year.
ATLANTA—Fifty-three
people
were indicted on narcotics charges in
what one Justice Department offi¬
cial described as “the largest cocaine
trafficking ring in the nation’s his¬
tory.” This operation was said to
have smuggled 5 tons of cocaine into
the United States, valued at over
$3.8 billion.
BOSTON—A new Archbishop is
expected to be named by Pope John
Paul II in the near future. The likely
choice is Bishop Bernard F. Law, a
Harvard graduate, who is known for
his activity in the civil rights move¬
ment in the 1960’s in Mississippi.
Bishop Law will suceed Cardinal
Medeiros who died last September
after serving 13 years as Archbishop
of Boston and Eastern Massachu¬
setts.
LIBYA—Maj. Abdel-Salim Jalloud, Libya’s second highest official,
warned the multinational peace-

keeping force of“painful blows from
the Lebanese resistance” if it doesn’t
withdraw soon. Libya is a supporter
of the anti-government forces in
Lebanon. In a related incident, offi¬
cials in Beirut said that power may
be cut in the city to four hours daily
as a result of fighting around the
country’s principal power plant.
AUGUSTA—According to a report
issued Tuesday, the Maine Island
Fisheries and Wildlife Department
should receive as much as $1 million
a year in general tax revenues to help
solve its cash-flow problems. The
department’s expenses are expected
to run $2 million over bucket for the
next two year period. Gov. Joseph
E. Brennan opposed the request,
stating that “they must live within
their means.”
PITTSBURGH—The FBI will
study a packet of information taken
to school by an eighth-grader to see
if it is the briefing papers from
Jimmy Carter’s ’80 presidential
debate. Apparently Kristin Preble,
13, brought the papers to school at
the request of her teacher to aid the
class in a study about Carter. The
student said that her father had
found the packet in a hotel room at a
convention

Hart: Not Many ‘Would Die for Mondale’
In an interview with reporters country if we understand the trends
from United Press International, the and tides that are running at home
Associated Press and Reuters, Hart and abroad and have proposals to
indicated he expects Sen. John address them.”
Hart said the major public opin¬
Glenn, D-Ohio, to fade from the pic¬
ture after the early primaries and ion polls, which show him back in
the pack of dark horse candidates,
caucuses.
“By super Tuesday (March 13) I do not accurately measure the depth
have predicted all along there will be of support among politically active
no more than three serious candi¬ Democrats.
More sophisticated polls that do
dates ... who have demonstrated
sufficient strength ... to carry on with in-depth interviews show “people
prefer a candidate like me much
any prospect of success,” he said.
“Given the way things are shaping more than they do a traditional
up I think that will be two Mondale Democrat,” he said.
and myself.”
“I’m talking about people who
Hart said the “chemistry of the
race” will change almost overnight, will participate, not people in the
and the Democratic party will have street or sitting at home when the
a choice - “a future-past choice, not a phone rings, but those screened out
dosages.
most likely to participate,” he said.
left-right choice.”
“There is no question in my mind
Referring to Mondale’s cam¬
“The
Glenn-Mondale
debate
is
that PPA is safe when used
really a debate from the past. It’s a paign, Hart said; “You cannot win
appropriately,” said Dr. Harold Sil¬
Humphrey-Scoop Jackson debate the nomination of either party by
verman of the Massachusetts Col¬
on
whether the party ought to move personality or image, or just political
lege of Pharmacy, who has
superstructure. If you don’t have a
conducted more than 20 years of to the left or right,” he said, referring
message ... or if the message is the
to
former
Vice
President
Hubert
industry-financed studies of PPA.
wrong one ... you probably are not
Humphrey
and
former
Sen.
Henry
Silverman was one of three scient¬
going to get the nomination.”
Jackson of Washington.
ist brought to the industry briefing
Hart said his candidacy is the only
“That
is
not
my
message,”
Hart
by Proprietary Association, which,
one “that has ever concerned the
said.
“My
message
is
that
we
will
represents producers of over-theonly win the election and govern this Mondale people.”
counter drugs.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sen. Gary
Hart, saying the polls misrepresent
his strength, said Thursday front¬
runner Walter Mondale cannot win
the Democratic nomination just on
the strength of his image or“political
superstructure.”
A closer look at public opinion
“will tell you there are not an awful
lot of people out there who would
die for Walter Mondale,” Hart,
D-Colo., said, asserting his support¬
ers are much more committed than
Mondale’s.

Dangers Charged

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Citing 17 side. Several are now taking
persons who suffered stroke-like anti-seizure medication.
For the past several years, scien¬
reactions. Rep. Mary Rose Oakar,
D-Ohio., introduced legislation tists and consumers groups have
Thursday to ban over-the-counter raised concerns about PPA, the
diet drugs containing the appetite active ingredient in more than half
the diet pills used each year by about
suppressant called PPA.
Immediately after Ms. Oakar 10 million Americans.
In 1979, a Food and Drug Admin¬
ended a news conference on her bill,
representatives of the pharmaceuti¬ istration advisory panel concluded
cal industry held their own briefing PPA was safe and effective. But
in the same Capitol Hill room to after other studies challenged these
reject her charges that phenyl¬ findings, the FDA began further
propanolamine is dangerous and research that has not yet been
completed.
ineffective.
“The FDA is dragging its feet,”
Ms. Oakar appeared with Dr.
James Ramey of The George Ms. Oakar charged. “We are dealing
Washington Medical School and with a drug that has a known poten¬
Dr. Bambi Young of the Center for tial for causing dangerously elevated
Science in the Public Interest, a pri¬ blood pressure, seizures and
vate group that studies medical strokes.”
Dr. William Gilbertson, director
issues.
“Since the diet pills don’t work of the FDA’s over-the-counter drug
and since they are dangerous, they review program, said the review of
should be taken off the market,” said PPA a priority item and he hopes to
Ramey, who works with people complete the study within a few
months.
suffering from obesity.
“At this moment,” he said, “we
Dr. Young released a report by
her group and the National feel that the data is insufficient to
Women’s Health Network that take any action to change the mar¬
found in the past few years 17 “pre¬ keting status.”
People with hypertension, heart
viously healthy dieters” suffered
strokes or stroke-like symptoms disease and diabetes are warned not
to use diet pills with PPA because
after using diet pills with PPA.
She said one of the people is still the ingredient can raise blood
suffering from partial loss of vision pressure and all users are advised
and another remains numb on ore not to exceed recommended

Iraqi Jets Ffy Over Iranian Cities
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - Iraqi
warplanes roared over 18 Iranian
cities including Tehran Thursday,
setting off sonic booms in “a warn¬
ing to the Iranian regime” that sent
thousands of people fleeing into
basement shelters.
“Attention, attention seek shelters
immediately,” a Tehran radio
announcer warned listeners seconds
after the radio broke into its regular
programming with the sound of an
air raid siren.
The official Iranian and Iraqi
news agencies said the jets did not
carry out attacks as part of the 40month-old Gulf war between the
two bitter enemies. An Iraqi military
spokesman said the planes returned
safely to their bases.
Residents of Tehran, contacted

by telephone from Ankara, Turkey,
said air raid sirens began wailing in
the late afternoon. They responded
by scrambling into basement bomb
shelters throughout the capital, 315
miles east of the Iraqi border.
“A number of intruding Iraqi
planes broke the sound barrier over
Tehran,” the official Iranian news
agency IRNA said.
“The Iraqi planes were flying at an
altitude too high, so the planes
couldn’t carry out effective aerial
operations,” IRNA said.
In Baghdad, the Iraqi News
Agency quoted a military spokes¬
man as saying “our jet fighters flew
over a number of Iranian cities,
ports and vital installations,” includ¬
ing Tehran, Islam’s holy city of
Qom, the strategic Kharg Island oil

center and 15 other cities.
“These (mock) raids and missions
prove the capability of Iraq and its
armed forces to reach any target
deep inside Iranian territory, and
constitute a warning to the Iranian
regime against any aggressive attack
against us,” the Iraqi spokesman
said.
“This reaffirms Iraq’s military
might to crush the vicious Khomeini
clique,” he said, referring to the
regime of Iranian leader Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini.
Mohammad Tahari, Iran’s chief
consular official in Istanbul, Turkey,
said Iranian people “are used to such
drills and the radio will carry warn¬
ing sirens in ease of a possibility of
an enemy attack.”
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An Insider's View on the Situation
in Lebanon
by George C. Fetter
Special to the Student
Approaching Beirut from the sea
one first sights 10,000-foot, snowtopped Jebel Sannine arched against
the sky to the north, capping the
Lebanon and anti-Lebanon Ranges
which extend south almost to the
border of Israel. The Beka’a Valley,
containing the Litani River and the
ancient city of Baalbek with the
most extensive and beautiful
Roman ruins outside of Italy, lies
between them.
The road from Beirut to Damas¬
cus, about 59 miles, crosses these
ranges and this valley. Camel cara¬
vans and donkey carts are a com¬
mon sight. Colorful species of flora
lie stratified in quick descending suc¬
cession from the alpine at higher alti¬
tudes down to the bougainvillae,
jacaranda and palms on the azureblue Mediterranean coast. Moslem
minarets and Christian spires, with a
small domed Jewish synagogue
nestled among them, vie with mod¬
em high-rise hotels and office build¬
ings for domination of the skyline.
Five times a day prayer call from the
city’s minarets, boomed through
Westinghouse loudspeakers, can
easily be heard miles out at sea.
Since the days of the Phoenecians
over 3,000 years ago, armies from
Egypt, Babylon, Persia, Greece,
Rome, Turkey, France, the United
States and Israel have occupied the
land. Modern history of the area
might be said to have begun when
Napolean III created within Syria
the semi-autonomous province of
Lebanon and installed by simple fiat
a pro-French Christian governor.
To this day Syrians and most of the
rest of the Islamic world do not
regard this action as politically, cul¬
turally, or morally legitimate, and
Syrian armies do not view them¬
selves as invading another sovereign
nation when they pour westward
across the mountains into the
Beka’a.
Lebanon was placed under
French mandate after World War I
and accorded “independence” by the
French in 1943. The pseudo nature
of this “independence” was pointed
up when the occupying French army
threw Lebanon’s first president,
Bechara el-Khoury, into jail for
what they termed “tampering with

the constitution,” a fact little known
in the United States. But this inci¬
dent, along with other similar exam¬
ples of ultimate and continuing
French control, is burned into the
mind of every Syrian schoolchild
and sets the backdrop for suspicions
of western intentions, including, of
course, those of present French and
American “peacekeeping” forces.

"TUKT JUST Goes ON MID OW -
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missionaries came over here to do
good... and they’ve done very well.”
Shiite Moslems are at the bottom of
the economic ladder (with the possi¬
ble exception of inhabitants of
Palestinian refugee camps), living in
slums and hovels and, if they are
fellahin, tilling the poorest soil.
Syrian Shiites believe the fertile land
in the Beka’a belongs to them and

SPECIAL REPORT

Lebanon’s constitution required
specifically that the president of the
country must always be a Maronite
Christian, the prime minister (a
lesser office than in Britain or South
Africa) a Sunni Moslem, and presi¬
dent of the Chamber of Deputies (a
relatively minor post) a Shiite Mos¬
lem. The structure of the govern¬
ment thus clearly favors proWestern and perhaps even proFrench Maronite Christians even
though at no time in Lebanon’s his¬
tory did they constitute more than
30 percent of population. Protest¬
ants, Armenian Catholics, Syrian
Catholics, Nestorians, jews (some
40,000) and many other religious
groups are excluded. French is still
the official language of diplomacy.
Western concepts of sovereignty
tend to block an understanding of
Lebanese politics. Many Christian
and Moslem warlords possess their
own private militias which often
have murderous internicine squab¬
bles. Whether concerning Latin
America or the Middle East, per¬
haps out of hope as much as ignor¬
ance, too many Americans tend to
equate the arrival of democracy with
the holding of elections. This over¬
looks three facts: (1) party candidacy
is usually the result of the physical
elimination of opponents; (2) elec¬
tions are generally rigged (I have
often walked to work on election
days in Beirut dodging among tanks
and armed factionalsupporters);
and (3) “victory” at the polls is
viewed more as a mandate for total
dominance with little or no inherent
responsibility to take other views
into meaningful account.
The Lebanese Army at any one
time is but a temporary alliance of
private militias, and these alliances
will shift according to varying sets of
circumstances as, for example,

Tt^e's wo good kekson to keep
Tv£ w&mes in uebmon

Gamal Nasser’s ill-fated panArabism of the 1950s, Druze upris¬
ings in the Shouf, the invasion by
Israel, or a fresh influx of PLO revo¬
lutionaries. Amin Gemayel at this
point probably enjoys the support of
no more than fifteen percent of the
population, and there are sharp
cleavages even within that group. In
supporting Gemayel, Washington

may perceive itself as supporting a
legitimte sovereign government, but
in much, if not most of the world, we
are seen as taking sides in an internal
dispute.
When Bashir Gemayel, Amin’s
brother and before his recent bloody
assassination president-elect of the
country, can stand in Beirut’s Place
de Canon and state publicly into a
bank of microphones that “we will
not rest until every true Lebanese
has killed at least one Palestinian,” it
suggests that our marines and sol¬
diers will be over there for a very
long time before political democracy
as an attitude of mind will ever come
to Lebanon. Educated Lebanese
agree. Gemayel’s statement was
made despite the fact that perhaps
50,000 Palestinians are citizens of
the country, many occupying high
positions in the business and cultural
communities. Over a quarter of the
faculty of the American University
of Beirut are urbane, cosmopolitan,
Oxford- or Cambridge-educated
Palestinian intellectuals who take
great pains to distance themselves
from the activities of the PLO.
Turning the analytical prism only
slightly, one can perceive Middle
Eastern alignments in economic and
class terms. Christians in general are
far more highly educated, enjoy
much higher incomes and farm the
finest lands. Former Christian presi¬
dent Camille Chamoun’s family
owns over one-third of the hashish¬
growing fields in the Beka’a Valley.
Most of the country’s best schools,
including the American University
of Beirut—formerly Syrian Protes¬
tant University—were founded by
Christian missionaries. Missionaries
live(d) in pleasant homes with tennis
courts up and around Aley and
Bhamdoun causing Moslems to
remark wryly that “the Christian

but if we pull out, TW>S6
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their clan relatives, and that the Chamoun family’s hashish fields could
be better used for feeding their fami¬
lies. Sitting in their humble huts and
eating their hospitably proffered
goat cheese it is difficult to come up
with convincing countervailing
arguments.
Turning the prism even further,
an interesting and crucial cultural

in desperate need of the precious
fluid and Saad Haddad, a wealthy
Christian in South Lebanon prior to
his death last week, was in a position
to deliver it. His private militia is
both trained and supplied by the
Israel Army and had been counted
on as a proxy occupying force after
the withdrawal of the Israelis from
Lebanon. Without Haddad’s pres¬
ence, factionalism could well destroy
or at least weaken this small but effi¬
cient fighting force. Lebanese, with
the assistance of Yugoslav engineers,
have just completed a tunnel
through the southern part of Mount
Lebanon, dropping the waters of the
Litani River several thousand feet
down onto the coastal plain. A large
lake is forming and Israel expects
access to it.
It seems safe to predict that
further violence will eventually erupt

U.S. Marines at an outpost in Lebanon.
linkage moves into view: the values over the use of the waters of the
of industrialization, technology and Litani and Awali Rivers. At this
social change shared by Lebanese juncture, in considering Amin
Christians, highly educated Mos¬ GemayeFs dealings with Israel, or
lems, and the cultural leadership of Ronald Reagan, or with his own
Israel. (This does not overlook the countrymen, our understanding of
fact that approximately half of Lebanese warlords can be enhanced
Israel’s population would be classi¬ by citing an interesting phrase which
fied as Sephardic Jews who have the Lebanese use. Roughly trans¬
come to the country from less lated it might read like this: “If you
advanced third-world Eastern and can’t at the moment bite the hand
North African areas). Christians of that feeds you, kiss it gently and pray
the Eastern Mediterranean think of for Allah to smash it at a more pro¬
themselves as modern and pro- pitious time.”
Western rather than followers of
Reporting on Lebanon’s popula¬
specific Christian doctrine. This tion is at best a journalistic mine¬
point obtruded itself upon me in a field. For two decades the
dramatic way one afternoon while percentage held fairly steady at the
taking pictures in a Beirut bazaar. following: 30 percent Maronite
Moslem shopkeepers, superstitiously Christian, 20 percent Sunni Mos¬
not wishing their souls to be vulnera¬ lem, 18 percent Shiite Moslem, 10
ble to exposure on film, ducked percent Greek Orthodox Christian,
behind their stalls when I raised the 6 percent Greek Catholic Christian,
camera, but one man ran up to the 6 percent Armenian Orthodox, and
lens gesticulating excitedly and the rest consisting of small groups of
shouting “take my picture... I’m Protestants, Jews, Jacobites, Nesto¬
Christian.”
rians and others. Rapid recent
Another all too infrequently men¬ influxes of Palestinians and Shiites
tioned element linking Israel with into the country have dramatically
Christians (in the south, at least) is, raised the numbers of both of those
quite simply, water. Israel, despite groups, and Shiites in Lebanon now
some of the world’s most sophisti¬ number over a million. But it is
cated research on desalinization, is
(Continued on Page 4)
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Lebanon: The Feuding and Factionalism
(Continued from Page 3)
necessary to point out that at no
time have more than 65 percent of
the population of the country been
citizens and there is no possible way
that a Christian-dominated govern¬
ment is going to accord citizenship
to that many Shiite Moslems. This is
an unspoken sticking point in pres¬
ent negotiations. It is not without
reason that Amal, the name of the
fanatical Shiite militia, translates
into “Legion of the Oppressed.”
Although but one person’s opin¬
ion which events could prove errone¬
ous tomorrow, I am happy to come
out from under the academic
umbrella and offer a point of view.
First, the short run: as there are at
least 100,000 heavily armed soldiers
and uncountable armed civilians, it
would take at least five crack divi¬
sions, two of them highly motorized
and armored, backed up by carrierbased air power, to constitute a true
peacekeeping force. Down this road
lie the Syrians and ultimately the
Russian bear. To maintain a small
and relatively helpless force, such as
is in that cauldron of death now, is
militarily irresponsible and thus
morally unthinkable. For those who
believe that at some point a military
confrontation with the Soviet Union
is inevitable, certainly the distant
and desolate mountain ranges of
western Syria, with population ele¬
ments seething with anti-American¬
ism, is not the right place from either
a military or a psychological stand-

point. And the belief that the pres¬
ence of the Marines is needed to
prevent full-scale war between Syria
and Israel is both naive and absurd.
Syria will not risk the military humi¬
liation and Israel, spending a million
dollars a day in Lebanon now, can¬
not afford it and knows it. Actually,
there may well be a tacit understand¬
ing between the two countries con¬
cerning future spheres of influence
and control of the PLO. Therefore,
we ought to do that which we proba¬
bly will have to do, and that is wait
for what appears to be a clear lull in
the fighting coupled with a high-

George Fetter
level paper agreement, declare our
mission accomplished and bring our
Marines and Army units home. The
Sixth Fleet will stay in the eastern
Mediterranean anyway.
Second, the long run: we need to
address the well-documented medi¬
ocrity in our schools and sharply
upgrade the educating of our youth
in world as well as U.S. affairs. It is
embarrassing and inexcusable when
many of our highest leaders, both
military and diplomatic, have to

scurry to the nearest libraries to find
out the identity of a Shiite Moslem,
an Ayotollah Khomeini or a Mos¬
lem Druze after the damage has
been done, so to speak. We need to
stop sending ambassadors to foreign
nations until they are thoroughly
trained in the history and culture of
the area and fluent in the language. I
remember attending Arabic classes
in Beirut with young members of the
embassy staff, somewhat discour¬
aged because their ambassador
accused them, in most deprecatory
tones, of “going native.” He spoke
neither Arabic nor French nor did
he attempt to learn either. The entire
Russian Embassy staff was fluent in
both. The concept of “intelligence”
in the specific sense needs to be broa¬
dened to include a far better educa¬
tion of the American people about
other nations and cultures.
Furthermore, it is too easy to
allow the veil of ethnocentric casuis¬
try to obscure our objectivity. It is
naturally more difficult for a nation
with Judeo-Christian underpinnings
to see “terrorists” or “thugs” in
groups with which it identifies. Fan¬
atical Moslem terrorists mercilessly
slaughtered our sleeping Marines in
Beirut. A few months ago Druze ter¬
rorists cruelly murdered hundreds of
Christians in the lovely village of
Bhamdoun, sometimes by dragging
them behind cars with wire around
their necks. PLO terforists have
killed helpless Israeli children by
cowardly attacks on schools and

buses. In the 1940s, Jewish terrorists
blew up Jerusalem’s King David
Hotel at the cost of over 90 British
and Arab lives and perpetrated a
massacre of men, women and chil¬
dren at the Arab village of Deir Yas-

SPECIAL
REPORT

sin, stuffing their bodies down the
village wells. Last year Christiar
Phalangist terrorists pulled old men,
women and little children out ol
their beds inSabraandShatila, blew
out their brains at point-blank range
and carved or burned crosses on
their bodies. Christians and Jews
alike were shocked, but refused to
use the words “terrorists or thugs,”
more easily applied to Moslem lef¬
tist fanatics. At this point, my phone
will no doubt ring and an irate caller
will point out that his or her particu¬
lar group was acting in self-defense
or responding to prior provocation
and that therefore the action, while
reprehensible, was somehow less
dastardly. Such claims are not clari¬
fications of the problem, but exam¬
ples of it. The Hatfield-McCoy
feuding has gone on for over 2,000
years and it must stop at some point.
In this temporary columnist’s
view, peace in the Middle East tan
come only when three conditions are
met, whether or not we like it. (1)
Foreign forces must leave Lebanon
and allow the Lebanese to discover

Follow-up

Seven Congressmen Push for Impeachment of Reagan
by Peter Cassat
Student Correspondent
On November 10, 1983, Repre¬
sentative Ted Weiss (D-New York),
introduced a resolution to Congress
proposing the impeachment of Pres¬
ident Ronald Reagan, for ordering
the invasion of Grenada. Weiss
recently submitted a letter to the edi¬
tor of The Student, which appeared
in the January 20 issue of the Stu¬
dent, summarizing his reasons for
the proposal.
The resolution claims that the
President should be impeached
because he exceeded his constitu¬
tional powers in three ways during
the US invasion of Grenada. It states
that he has done this simply by
ordering the invasion, because it is
Congress that shall declare war, sec¬
ond, by not upholding US treaty
obligations which prohibit the use of
force against any sovereign state;
and third, by violating freedom of
speech by preventing the news
media from covering the invasion.
Presently the resolution is in the
House Judiciary Committee, wait¬
ing for approval by chairman of that
committee, Mr. Ridino(D-New Jer¬
sey). If the proposal passes this step,
it will be presented before the House
of Representatives for a vote that
would require majority approval. If
the majority approval is reached, a

special prosecutor will be appointed
and the proposal will go before the
Senate where a two-thirds majority
would be needed to make the
impeachment.
What makes Weiss’ actions sub¬
stantial is the fact that an impeach¬
ment proposal has not been
organized since 1974 when a pro¬
posal was made to impeach former
President Nixon, who subsequently
resigned as a result of it.
A spokesman for Weiss’ office in
Washington D.C., admits that “It is

very difficult to impeach a president,
especially a popular one”, and that
their goal is not necessarily to com¬
plete the impeachment process, but
rather to raise the issue of impeach¬
ment to the American people.
“We have to remind (the Presi¬
dent) that there is a constitution”,
the spokesman said, “... we also
have to remind the American
people.”
Support of the proposal has been
a “mixed bag”, with some violent
opposition as well as fervent sup-

port; but, he stated further that no
matter the feeling on the proposal,
there is enough support to “keep the
issue in the spotlight.” If this remains
the case, he added, then in the face of
a “heated Nicaraguan conflict, for
example”where the president’s ac¬
tions could be controversial, there
might be enough awareness of the
proposal to carry it through the final
steps of the impeachment process.
Officially supporting Weiss are
seven other members of the House.

Turkington Calls R A “Much Stronger”
(Continued from Page 1)
the benefit of the scholarship endow¬
ment. RA-organized forums were
also mentioned; notably, the forum
with Dean of the Faculty Carl
Straub who spoke on the Newell
Warde tenure decision. Turkington
felt “very strongly about the work
the RA’s done in terms of organiz¬
ing, drafting and lobbying success¬
fully for the lecture series to help fill
the void in the campus lecture life. A
significant portion of the student
activity budget is committed to lec¬
tures every year.”
The last half of the speech was
devoted to what the RA should try
to achieve in the future. Committee
revitalization, improved social life at

Bates, new courses and differences
in the quality of course, an impact
on short term unit development
were goals that Turkington stressed
can be accomplished if each individ¬
ual gets “involved and makes a con¬
tribution, because you can make a
difference, because you were here.”
He went on to say, “One of the rea¬
sons I chose Bates was I knew that a
small college gave me the opportu¬
nity to make a difference.... you
have the ability to make an impact
and know that the college was differ¬
ent because you were here. If there’s
one thing you can do, that’s the best
thing to do.”

mrnmumansssmnm
In other R A news, Mark Roy was

appointed chairperson of the Com¬
mittee on committees. The President
Advisory Committee reported on
input from the president the arts
center will start construction in a
year and a half if a major contribu¬
tion can be found. The president
also reported that tuition will be a
lower percentage increase although
the exact figure is not yet known,
because it’s being decided on this
week by the trustees. Turkington
discussed goals for the Rand renova¬
tion. The target will be to close Rand
at the end of short term; at the begin¬
ning of next academic year the first
two floors and half of the third
should accomodate the same
number of students.

Fomell Speaks on UJS. Missile Modernization
by Stephanie Leydon

Staff Reporter
Brigadier General Gordon E. Fornell spoke last Wednesday evening
on the US missile modernization
program. Both students and faculty
filled Chase Lounge during the lec¬
ture which was sponsored by the
Bates College Colloquium on
Nuclear Weapons and Arms
Control.
Grant Reynolds, a visiting associ¬
ate professor of political science,
said the general was expressing, “a
point of view we are not too familiar

with in this part of the country.”
“There is a new excitement in our
strategic modernization program,"
claimed the Air Force General Fornell. The US ICBM (intercontinen¬
tal ballistic missiles) modernization
program has been a formal function
of the Air Force for the past seven
years.
“In the US we base our military
strategy on a triad,” Fomell went on
to say. Submarines from the Navy,
missiles from the Army, and
manned bombers from the Air
Force, “serve as a technological

hinge where things move so
rapidly.”
“There are a couple of reasons
why we in the Air Force and the
President are working to keep alive
B1 Bomber strength,” said Fornell.
These reasons included a rising
international security threshold, and
the high alert rate of the bomber.
Fomell also emphasized the low
operating cost of the B1 Bomber
which uses 12 percent of the Air
Force budget.
“I cannot overestimate the impor¬
tance of the Scowcroft Panel,”

claimed Fomell. This bipartisan
group packaged a plan which called
for. “the immediate deployment of
100 peacekeeper missiles, and the
engineering of a small single¬
warhead missile raising technology
programs.”
One member of the audience
questioned the terminology used in
military language.
FornelFs reply emphasized the
military’s goal to reduce the number
of arms, “... [We] would like most
to modernize available weapons in
the event of a national emergency.”

the wisdom of the Hobbesian con¬
tract and work out their own des¬
tiny: (2) Full recognition and
acceptance of Israel: and (3) The
creation of a full-fledged sovereign
Palestinian state in the area, and
including a portion of the Jordan’s
West Bank. In John LeCarre’s
word, relative to the Palestinians
and Israelis, it is a situation in which
both sides are right.
The chance of any one. let alone
all three, of these goals being real¬
ized is very small indeed. As a very
wise Lebanese diplomat once told
me: “in the Middle East there are no
issues, there is only ambition.”
George Fetter is the chairman of
the department of Sociology and
Anthropology.

Alumni Weekend
Reschedule
Back-to-Bates weekend, previously
scheduled for October 6, 1984, has
been rescheduled to September 22
because of the conflict with the Jew¬
ish holiday, Yom Kippur.
Normally scheduled six years in
advance around home football
games, the weekend had to be
rescheduled two years ago when the
October break was adopted. As a
result, the Back-to-Bates weekend
was pushed back from the normally
scheduled date of October 20, to
October 6.
It was only when the official
calendar for the academic year came
out at the end of December that the
error was noted. President of the
College, T. Hedley Reynolds, at that
point, issued a letter of explanation
and a correction to all those who
received the college calendar._

Computer
Science
(Continued from Page 1)
well as philosophy 313 (Minds and
Machines).
Pribram noted that there were no
substantial organizational or plan¬
ning problems involved in the adop¬
tion of the legislation because no
new courses will have to be added to
the curriculum and no new staff
members will have to join the faculty
to accomodate the concentration.
However, while the “paper work”
involved in adopting the concentra¬
tion was not substantial, the results
of the implementation, Pribram
indicated, will be great. He went on
to say, “a few people will take a hard
look at the concentration” to
expand their field of study while at
Bates, while those who go on to
graduate school will derive “more of
a focus” into career plans as a result
of the concentration.
Furthermore, the addition of the
secondary concentration will proba¬
bly be, according to Pribram, a plus
for the admissions staff. The exis¬
tence of the concentration might
attract those students with an inter¬
est in the computer field, but also
want the liberal arts education, more
so than a random smattering of
courses with no structure.
Pribram compared this concen¬
tration to the language concentra¬
tions offered, except that “this (one)
will be a little more structured.” As
opposed to the language concentra¬
tion, the computer concentration
will encompass a wider range of
course requirements from a more
diverse selection of departments.
According to Pribram, the con¬
centration is not necessarily a first
step in the direction of a computer
science major.
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Goodberlet Sets New
Record in Mile
by Tom Whalen
Staff Reporter
The walls may be coming tum¬
bling down for John Cougar Meloncamp, but to Jamie Goodberlet of
the Bates College Men’s Indoor
Track team the record came tum¬
bling down. Specifically, the mile
record held on a Bobcat track was
newly established by Goodberlet as
he clocked in at 4:10.6 at the recent
Bates-UVM-UNH meet held in the
AFEB last Saturday afternoon.
“He ran a great race. On a faster
track like Harvard’s, the way he ran
in this meet, he could have finished
up with a 4:07 time,” commented
head coach Walt Slovenski. Assist¬
ant coach Paul Slovenski concurred
with his father when he observed,”
Jamie’s time when you look at it is as
good as any you’ll find in all the
Divisions (I, II, and III).”
Indeed, it was a spectacular per¬
formance that overshadowed a
rather impressive team victory by

Bates over their opponents, in which
the Bobcats amassed a total of 65
points to UNH’s 57 and UVM’s 48.
Chief architects of this score were:
Dave Donahue, who took first place
in the triple jump with a leap of43'9"
and high jump at 6'6" and second
place in the 55 meter hurdles, with a
time of 8.5 seconds. JohnRaitt took
second in the shot-put with a 46'5"
toss and fourth place, 46'!/$", in the
35 pound weight throw. Tod
O’Brien was first in the 55 meter
dash, 6.62, and Mike Fanning 3rd in
the 1000 meters at 2:33.8.
“It was a good win for us to have
and good preparation for us for the
state championships (to be held at
Colby College next Saturday at
1:00),” stated coach Slovenski. On
the prospects of winning the state
championship, Slovenski further
added that, “We have a good shot at
it, provided the team-comes up with
its best performance.’ Bates is the
defending state indoor champ.

BATES LONG JUMPER Reggie Floyd stretches it to the limit at last Saturday’s meet.
Photo by Lou.

Men’s Basketball Evens Mark with
Win Over Suffolk University
The men’s basketball team
recorded its first official road victory
of the season with a 77-71 win over
Suffolk University Tuesday in a
game played at the YMCA in Cam¬
bridge, Massachusetts.
The two teams exchanged baskets
early in the game, and with 10 min¬
utes gone in the first half host Suf¬
folk led 21-20. At this point, the
Bates defense tightened up and 6'6"
center Dave Kennedy loosened up.
The Bobcats spurted with an 11-2
run to close the half with a 31-23
lead.
Bates swarmed Suffolk early and
often in the early stages of the sec¬
ond half and the lead swelled to 5642 with nine minutes remaining in
the game. Junior guard Alex John¬
son was instrumental in the Bobcat
surge with several steals that led to

his patented gliding left-handed
layups. Six-foot seven sophomore
John Eddy (8 points, 4-5 from the
floor) also had a hand in the Bobcat
run.
Bates was kind to its hosts,
though, and let the Rams hustle
their way back into the game. The
Bobcats got careless with the basket¬
ball, and several turnovers later the
visitors led by only five points.
With four minutes left in the game
and the Bobcats struggling to keep
the lead, Coach George Wigton
called for the Allstate offense which
keeps the ball in the good hands of
senior co-captain Herb Taylor.
Suffolk was forced to foul, and
Taylor, Kennedy and co-captain
Dave Brenner were true from the
line to thwart the Rams’ comeback.
Kennedy, after a slow start, fin¬

ished the game with 23 points and 16
rebounds. Johnson added 12 points
and three steals.
Taylor had eight rebounds to go
along with his 20 points. His 20
point effort left him just two points
shy of the illustrious 1000 career
point club. Taylor will be the tenth
player in Bates men’s basketball his¬
tory to score 1000 points with his
first two points in tonight’s home
game with Amherst. Tipoff is at
7:30.
The Bobcats enter tonight’s con¬
test at 5-5. Bates is 3-0 at home and
2-5 away from Alumni Gym. Tues¬
day’s win at Suffolk was their first
official road win. The Bobcats
defeated Haverford earlier this
month in Rochester, New York, on
a neutral court in the consolation
round of the U niversity of R ochester
Tournament.

Ski Teams Finish Seventh
at St. Lawrence Carnival
by Lisa Riley
Staff Reporter
While the winter carnival pro¬
vided playful contests in Lewiston,
Maine last weekend, the St. Law¬
rence carnival in Lake Placid, New
York marked the start of the com¬
petitive skiing season. The Bates’
women’s and men’s ski teams placed
seventh out of the ten Division I
squads which met.

New Bates mile record holder Jamie Goodberlet, who clocked in a time
of 4:10.6 at last Saturday’s meet.
Photo by Lou.

The members of this only Divi¬
sion I team at Bates include cross
country skiers Ann Benoit, Jamie
Erwin, Sue Flynn, Laurie Pinch¬
beck, David Babson,- Peter Gluck,
Dan MacDonald, Dan Normandeau, Joel Page, and Sam Smith.
The alpine racers are Sue Franken¬
stein, Midori Gellert, Fiona Mactaggart, Jennifer O’Brien, Grace
Samolis, Monika Samolis, Chris
Averill, Eric Dole, David DeSantis,
Michael Moore, Sean O’Donnell,
and Craig Woodard.

tain Sue Flynn points out the team’s
potential; “We look really strong
and have a lot of really good individ¬
uals that have high chances of mak¬
ing the National Competition in
both the alpine and cross country
competition this year. I’m looking
forward to the season,” she said.
On Friday, Jan. 20 junior Dan
MacDonald finished 16th and Jun¬
ior Sam Smith finished 22nd in the
15 km individual cross country com¬
petition. Sophomore Ann Benoit
placed 17th in the 7 Vi km cross coun¬
try race. In alpine competition fresh¬
man Eric Dole finished 24th and
Senior Grace Samolis finished 25th
for the Giant Slalom.
During Saturday’s events the
men’s team of MacDonald, Smith,
and Normandeau finished sixth and
the women’s squad of Benoit, Flynn,
and Erwin finished seventh in the
cross country relay. In slalom skiing
DeSantis placed 18th and Grace
Samolis finished 12th.
Sophomore Craig Woodard com¬

mented, “We had a rough day on
Friday in the G.S. but things started
looking up on Saturday in the sla¬
lom. It’s going to be a tough season,
but I’m really optimistic that we can
be competitive.”
The other nine schools in Division
I are Dartmouth, the University of
Vermont, Middlebury, the Univer¬
sity of New Hampshire, New
England College, Keene State, Willi¬
ams College, St. Lawrence, and Cor¬
nell. These teams displayed the
experience that Bates does not have.
Freshman Chris Averill describes
the novice team at Bates; “Our prob¬
lem is that we’re in Division I, but
we’re skiing against top teams and
we’re outclassed. These are the best
skiers in the east; the guys you dream
about. For a lot of us the awe held us
back.”
The team is optimistic and realis¬
tic about its future. Coach Flynn
stated, “I was really pleased, and
we’ll be looking forward to the
U.N.H. carnival next week.”
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Men’s Basketball Tops Salem State
by Theodore Gross
Staff Reporter
The Bates Bobcats men’s basket¬
ball elevated its home court record
to 3-0 with a. comeback 59-56 knock¬
down of Salem State a week ago
Wednesday.
In the friendly confines of the
Alumni gym, the Bobcats waited
patiently for their opponents to find
their way through a snow storm near
the Southern Maine border. After a
two hour delay, a healthy crowd
filled the lower stands and balcony
area as the team from Salem took
the court decked out in bewitching, I
glowing orange uniforms.
Neither the two hour delay, the'
bewitching uniforms, nor Salem’s
mammoth Alabama bred, wonder
kid, Terry Jackson could douse the
Bobcats enthusiasm for playing in
front of the home crowd.
They jumped out to a 12-6 lead
catching ire on the fuel of senior
point guard David Brenner. In the
early going, Brenner tossed up a
magical half-court alley-oop pass
and a nifty jump shot before things
went sour.
After being stripped twice in the
back court, Brenner took to the side¬
lines. However, he did not miss
much action sitting down.
At the 12 minute mark Salem
went into a slowdown offense.
Scrambling about like waterbugs,
Salem guards, Van Liere and Shea,pushed the ball around the perime¬
ter forgetting about a jumpshot.
'Although imensely boring, this
strategy was effective. The Bobcats
broke off into a man to man defense,
while Salem remained content to
wait as long as needed for an inside
pass to big men Nate Bryant and
Jackson.
Indeed Jackson lived up to his
“wonderkid” label, as he had every¬
one in the gym wondering how a
freshman could grow so big (6’3",
225 lbs.) so fast.
It soon became apparent that the
bulges in his uniform were muscle,

as he boxed his way inside to a 15
point vening.
Herb Taylor began his assault on
a hot 16 point night with a couple of
base-line jumpers. Game high
scorer, Dave Kennedy (19 pts.)
found his pet, turn-around jump
shot as well.
The half ended with Salem State
ahead 31-28 on the strength of the
Mack truck in sneakers, Jackson’s
eight points.
Early in the second half, Salem
continued to wait intolerably long
for the inside pass.
“Boring!” taunted the crowd as
Salem kept a lid over the action.
Motivated by David Fazio’s two
surprising successful drives to the
hoop, Salem slogged to a 41-30 lead.
While Kennedy’s turn-around
jump shot remained true for Bates,
Coach Wigton turned to his bench
to create some havoc within Salem’s
controlled offense.
It was there that he found a spark¬
plug in sophomore forward, Bob
Peretti. Peretti, spiritedly careened
about the floor hitting his first shot
to pull the Bobcats to a 50^43 deficit
with over seven minutes left to play.
A minute later, Herb Taylor hit
on a clutch three point play inciting
a 50-50 deadlock.

Unnerved by ecstatic fans and a
fierce Bobcat backcourt press, the
State players shed their calm, con¬
trolled coats. With time running
down, they lost their cool and began
firing up their once dreaded
jumpshots.
Jackson was whistled into foul
trouble as Peretti showed guts in
sacrificing his body to the thunder¬
ing Jackson to draw the foul.
In foul trouble, Salem became the
timid contestant in what had been
an equally impressive rebounding
battle. With 2:34 remaining, Taylor
gave Bates the lead for good with a
pair of clutch foul shots.
Clearly unprepared for the
demands of high intensity action,
Salem State folded when they had to
abandon their stall ball style of play.
Frantically skittering about,
Salem’s Van Liere blew two chances
to tie the score. Even the giant Jackson was impotent at the wire as he
missed a number of key free throws.
Things were much different on the
road for the Bobcats. A weekend in
Worcester, Massachusetts, turned
into a nightmare as the punchless
Bobcats were clobbered by Clark
and WPI. Bates played well for a
half against Clark, but the WPI was
a total disaster. Final score, 92-64.

Herb Taylor ’84, who will break 1,000 points with his first basket in
tonight’s game against Amherst.
News Bureau/Denison Photo.

Women’s Basketball Searching for First Win
by Eric Hamilton
Staff Reporter
Another week has passed and the
women’s basketball team is still
searching for its first win of the sea¬
son, having fallen victim to Merri¬
mack College, Tufts University and
Colby cu..,u College. Their record
now star.Gi <n <>-v.
Merrimack
Poor si' ;v.i..6 and lack of height
were the main causes of the loss to
Merriuiu^*., Bates shot a weak 34
percent from the floor while Merri¬
mack took nearly twice as many
shots. Despite offensive adjustments
put in two weeks ago, the Bobcats

were still unable to generate a potent
attack. This was evidenced by the
low individual scoring in which
guard Sue O’Donnell led all Bobcats
with 10 points in an offense primar¬
ily set up to use the center and for¬
wards. This was the third game that
the offense was used but it still
proved ineffective. When the final
buzzer sounded Merrimack was
ahead, 64-43.
Tufts
Powerhouse Tufts never gave
Bates a chance, using its dominant
size and superior shooting to
trounce Bates 61-37. Right from the
opening tap to the final buzer Tufts

controlled the tempo easily by pass¬
ing inside and effectively pressing
the Bobcats. Bates gain was plagued
with the inability to generate any
offense and was forced to simply
pass the ball around the perimeter
and put up a shot which usually
missed. They were only able to sink
23 percent of their shots.
In the first half Tufts posted sisters
Lynda and Cathy Amoroso low,
and the two easily shot over the
smaller defenders. Their size, along
with the hot hand of guard Amy
Banks, pushed the lead out of reach
of the Bobcats. When the teams left
for the halftime break, the score

stood at 34-14.
W„hen they returned, Tufts con¬
tinued to dominate the game as it
played its entire bench. They rolled
the lead up to 49-18 after Banks sank
four straight shots from the comer
with 12:30 left in the game.
One bright spot for Bates was the
substitution of freshman Emily
Gabler who added some much
needed offensive spark for the Bob¬
cats. She sank two straight and
maneuvered inside better than
anyone had all night. Despite this
renewed effort, Tufts steamrolled
on.
(Continued on Page 7)

The Dave Brenner All-Sports Crossword Puzzle
Dave
on Sports
by David Brenner

Grab a pencil, retreat to your favorite secluded spot (mine says MEN on
the door) and solve the all-sports crossword puzzle. Take a break from
academics and have some fun. Don’t put your name at the top left hand
comer. Put it on the back, upside down. Use a number seven hard lead
pencil. And cheat.
First completed puzzle back to me wins something.

5
7
8
9
II
15
16
19
20
21
22
24
25

Across
26 Letters on Tony Garea’s wrestling
Rod Foster is one.
trunks
24 across was a __
27 Ex-Laker, Mr. Clutch
A bowl in Hawaii.
30 Cuba’s Muhummad Ali
In French, Wrestler Ernie Ladd 31 The late Grand Wizard when he.
would be ‘Le_de la lutte’.
managed The Sheik
Local basketball official and now
one step below Yogi Berra.
Blocked for Leroy Kelly with the
Down
Cleveland Browns.
1 The Hammer.
Ex-world class sprinter with a
2 Cheeks.
Texas first name.
6 Syracuse’s Carrier_
Tastes great. Less filling.
7 Bubba hopes they do it in English.
Prefers Danny’s fingers to chicken 10 Ron Brewer, Sidney Moncrief
fingers.
and_
A back-up QB. Second_
12 Duenna does this best.
Kareem is to Lewis as Jamaal is 13 The Dream.
to_
14 Nickname for 16 across.
Incensed fans-fans.
15 Former Australian teen swim
Micki, the female diver.
superstar,_Gould.
The Rhode Island Rams
17 Seales, Guy and Mancini.
Some NBA dropouts play here. 18 Roberto Clemente was one.
Roamed the outfield with Cleon 23 A W orld and a Carr studied here.
Jones
28 UMO’s gym is dubbed The_
29 Brad van_
Not the AP
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Commentary

They Call That “The Event of the Year?”
by Tom Whalen
Staff Reporter
It was billed as the “event of the
year,” complete with spectacular
fireworks displays, elaborate march¬
ing bands, and clamorous throngs of
people who were seemingly divested
of any Puritanical, societal inhibi¬
tions and owners of somewhat ineb¬
riated dispositions. The sheer
festiveness of the moment appeared
to have ensnared the hearts and
minds of these individuals, who,
although they previously may have
been social drones, where suddenly
transformed into emblazoned ad¬
herents to the philosophy f>f “carpe
diem.”
The “living for the moment” in
this case involved the ranting and
raving in a frenzied manner, con¬
suming vast quantities of alcoholic
beverages to enhance a state of stu¬
por, and assuming a general air of
unruliness. They roared and hol¬
lered. They drank. They got out of
hand.
To top it off, this so-called “enter¬
tainment extravaganza” reached its
self-styled, feverish point of culmi¬
nation, in terms of pomp, mirth, and
pretention in a staged spectacle,
aptly named “A Salute To Holly¬
wood.” With its veritable cast of

thousands, not to mention the “Dis¬
neyland Denizens,” this presenta¬
tion of superficiality could have
rivalled any such productions done
by Cecil B. DeMille. The only ele¬
ment the show lacked was having
the ostentatious master himself,
“Old Bonzo,” inaugurate the
proceedings.
To that appointed task was
chosen the enigmatic Phyllis
George, the wife of the former Bos¬
ton Celtics owner and “The Man
Who Would Be Governor Of Ken¬
tucky.” Following the rather flip¬
pant introductory remarks made by
America’s reigning “Plastics Queen,”
songs and revelry ensued of a sort
which could only be endeared to by
those souls who frequent Southern
California.
When all of this tumult and
pageantry at last simmered down to
a dull roar, an observer of this occa¬
sion could not help but be left with
this unmistakable, gnawing convic¬
tion: the game of professional foot¬
ball, as those fans who have come to
know it, no longer exists. Super
Bowl XVIII had become its death
knell.
Gone are those times when such
gridiron greats as Bart Starr, Joe
Namath, Franco Harris, Joe Greene

and Roger Staubach graced the
playing field in feats of accomplish¬
ment which were indicative of their
immense talents and mettle, in what
was the best showcase of their sport.
In those days of yore, it was the
contest itself and its eventual out¬
come that was held in preeminent
regard, not any before, during, or
after game festivities or gala half¬
time shows. Moreover, the fans that
would attend the SuperBowl were
just that, fans and were usually not
prone to the band-wagon approach
or any acts of outlandish behavior
designed to get themselves on televi¬
sion, which sadly predominates
today.
These noble remnants of the past
have been swept away in a wave of
commercialism leaving in its wake
an impalatable piece of drivel that
:annot live up to its advanced noties or to its golden heritage. It may
be noted that on January 22, 1984,
the Oakland Raiders defeated the
Washington Redskins 38-9 in
Tampa Stadium. But to a great
many of the old-school football
faithful who witnessed the event, it
became abundantly clear that the
game had already been over long
before the opening whistle had
sounded.
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Women’s Swimming Takes
First Loss Against UMO
by Lisa Riley
Staff Reporter
The winning streak of the Bates’
Women’s swimming team came to a
halt on Saturday, Jan. 21 atTarbell
Pool. The squad’s 3-0 record shifted
to 3-1 as the University of Maine at
Orono dominated the meet 107-32.
Injuries and discouragement ac¬
counted for the loss and the lack of
any first platings.
Bates was at a disadvantage
because two of the team’s top
swimmers, sophomore Jennifer
Rybeck and freshman Rachel
Nevitt, were unable to compete due
to shoulder injuries. A sense of
optimism was spoiled for the Bob¬
cats as they swam against a Division
I team who continually controlled
the events. Sophomore Katie
Murphy feels that when the person
swimming next to you outdoes you,
it is difficult not to get depressed.
But overall, she thought “we did
pretty well, no one had fantastic
times, but we swam a good meet

with only eight swimmers and four
divers.”
Although no one earned a first
place in any event, there were a lot of
swimmers who placed a respectable
second. Captain Joanne Dugan
took second in the lOOOy freestyle
and the 200y individual medley,
sophomore Pattie Slovenski earned
second in the 200y backstroke and
the 500y freestyle, sophomore Katie
Murphy obtained a second in both
the 500 and 200 breaststrokes, and
freshman Marcia Dougan attained a
second in the 50y fly.
Freshman Chris Mangiafico
placed third in both the one and
three meter diving events. She attrib¬
uted the loss to vying against “a
more established team, one with a
lot more swimmers.”
The next two meets will be at
home against Connecticut College
and Colby, respectively, and should
show a much more balanced
competition.

Women’s Basketball
(Continued from Page 6)
When all was over Tufts won 6137. Amy Banks who shot an impres¬
sive 58 percent from the floor led all
scorers with 20 points. Lisa Kelley
led Bates with 13 followed by Gabler
with 6 points.
Colby-Sawyer
Things looked better for the
women against Colby-Sawyer as the
Bobcats opened an 11 point lead in
the first half. They seemed to finally
control the tempo and were able to
generate a forceful offense. How¬
ever, Colby-Sawyer chipped away
and brought the deficit to within one
by halftime where the score was 2928 Bates.

In the second half the Bates’
momentum was lost as ColbySawyer surged on to capture the
lead. This forced the Bobcats to foul
late in the game to try and remain
close, but Colby-Sawyer stood
strong sinking 15 of 20 free-throws.
They also changed their defense
which immediately resulted in tur¬
novers and weak outside shooting
on the part of Bates. The final score
was 67-59 in Colby-Sawyer’s favor.
Bates was led by Leslie Latady
with 16 points. She was followed by
Sue O’Donnell who got 14. Althea
Latady added 10 points and Emily
Gabler tallied seven.

Athletes in Action
When

Where

Time

Opponent

Home
Home
Away

7:30
4:00
7:30

Amherst
Williams
UMF

Home
Away

5:30
7:00

Bowdoin
Emanuel

Home

1:00

CBB

Away

1:00

State of Me Inv.
Colby

Home

1:00

Conn. College

Away

—

UNH Winter
Carnival
Attitash and
Jackson, NH

Men’s Basketball

Fri. Jan. 27
Sat. Jan. 28
Wed. Feb. 1
Women’s Basketball

Fri. Jan. 27
Wed. Feb. 1
Women’s Track

Sat. Jan. 28
Men’s Track

Sat. Jan. 28
Women’s Swimming

WINTER OLYMPICS? Not exactly Yugoslavia, but these participants in last week’s winter carnival seem to
be having world-class fun.
Photo by Lou.

BECAUSE OF
CHEMOTHERAPY
KAREN
ANDERSON
IS A STATISTIC.
THE KIND OF
STATISTIC
WE LIKE TO
BRAG ABOUT.
When Karen was 18
years old, her doctor dis¬
covered she had a deadly
form of leukemia. Facing
incredible odds, Karen
spent three years in inten¬
sive chemotherapy.
Now, eight years and
two sons later, you'd never
suspect that she had bat¬
tled a disease that kills
more than 15,000 Amer¬
icans every year.
Your donations help us
continue the programs
that will give us more sta¬
tistics like Karen Ander¬
son. Statistics we can all
be proud of.

Name Dropping...
..Senior co-captain Herb Taylor
of Holden, Massachusetts, enters
tonight’s men’s basketball game
with Amherst with a career total of
998 points. With his first basket Tay¬
lor will reach the coveted 1000 point
mark. He will be only the 10th
player in the history of men’s basket¬
ball at Bates College to reach the
1000 point plateau. Game time is
7:30
.. .Junior Bill Crowley of Welles¬
ley Hills, Massachusetts, will serve
as captain of the Bates Fightin’ Bob¬
cats football team next fall.
...Camille McKayle ’85, triple
jumped 31'5!/4" at the Colby Relays
to set a new Bates record.
... A top guard will showcase his
talents in Alumni Gym when Maine
Central Institute takes on the Bates
Junior Varsity basketball team at
2:00 p.m. this Saturday as a prelim
to the Bates-Williams varsity con¬

test. Classy 5'11" point guard Jamie
Benton, headed for Boston College
next year, stars for MCI.
... In other women’s track news,
sophomore Betty Barr of Beverly,
Massachusetts, covered 100 yards in
a new Bates record time of 2:54.3 at
the Colby Relays.
... Mike Shea ’86, Steve Mrowka
’87, Peter Grant ’85, Bill Driscoll 7*4
and Rob Ravenelle ’84 each scored
one goal to power the hockey team
to a 5-3 win over the Alumni hockey
squad last Sunday. The Alumni
team featured former Bates players
John Sweetland, Kevin Bates, Nick
Velonis, Bob McBreen and Phil
Cronin.
...Jamie Goodberlet, a senior
from West Sumner, Maine, set a
field house record for Bates men in
the mile run with time of 4:10.66 last
Saturday.

Sat. Jan. 28
Men’s and Women’s Skiing

Fri. Jan. 27 and
Sat. Jan. 28

Men’s Swimming
Edged by Babson
by Lisa Riley
Staff Reporter
The Bates’ men’s swimming team
exerted another vigorous effort on
Saturday, Jan. 21, but were edged
38-32 at Babson. The Bobcats’
record dropped to 1-3 as they lost
their third consecutive meet.
The competition was a lot closer
than expected, as freshman Will
Letts stated, “We already knew their
times before we left, and we went
down there just to improve our
times.”
There were a lot of outstanding
individual performances as shown
by the many first platings. Winning
a first place were sophomore captain

Jeff Jeter in the 100 and 200 yd
breaststrokes, freshman Jay O’Hair
in the 100 and 200 yd backstrokes,
freshman Rich Barnard in the 100
yd fly and freshman Will Letts in the
500 freestyle. Junior Eric Lindquist
continued to control the diving com¬
petition, taking first place in the one
and three meter diving events.
The squad will meet Colby on
February 4, at Tarbell Pool and will
strive to improve their record.
Swimmer Rich Barnard commented
on the team’s dedication; “Despite
the typical Bates’ school workload,
the members of the swim team seem
to want to put as much time as possi¬
ble into practicing.”
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Arts 81 Entertaiiune
WIGY, WBLM Top Survey of Commercial Radio Stations
by Carolyn Ryan
and Susan Pedreira
Staff Reporters
To discover the popularity of
local commercial radio stations, The
Student conducted an impromptu
survey. We asked students to check
off the commercial station they
listen to the most. We provided five
to choose from, with a column for
alternatives. A total of 220 people,
including one professor, responded.
The results are in: 106 WIGY; 107.5
WBLM; 105.1 WTOS;93.2 WMGX;
and 99 WCLZ are the stations lis¬
tened to the most, respectively.
In the alternative column, such
stations as 100 WXKS; 98 WJBQ;
and 94 WCOU were suggested. We
called the top five stations and asked
a few questions, and also questioned
various people as to why they listen
to the stations they chose as their
favorite.
’IGY, ’BLM,TOS, and’MGX are
all 50,000 watts, and ’CLZ is the
smallest at 30,000 watts. All the sta¬
tions have been in existence for var¬
ious years -’IGY for 8, ’BLM for 11
(as of March 1), TOS for 15, ’MGX
for 6, and ’CLZ will be one year old
at the end of March. To approxi¬
mate the number of listeners tuned
in to them, the stations rely on
nationwide magazines such as The
Arbitron; this polls 8-9,000 local
people about what station they listen
to, and what time of the day, etc.
The results of the polls are sent to the
various stations, but sometimes are
inaccurate—some stations change
their format before they read the
results, others have dee-jays leave
that were working when the poll was
taken, etc.
WIGY of Bath describes itself as
contemporary hit radio with a listen¬
ing audience of approximately
144,000, as of last year’s Arbitron
poll. Of the 220 surveyed at Bates, 56
felt WIGY was the station they lis¬
tened to the most. Kelly Harding
said “It reminds me of the stations at
home that I listen to. I like the music
that it plays, although at times it’s
repetitious with Top 40.” Greg
Davies said “Basically because its
Top 40. It provides a smattering of
current songs.”

WIGY has changed its format
since last year—it is now a little
more hard rock, but not as in Ozzie
Osborne or AC DC. The target lis¬
teners range in age from 18 to 34
year olds. In terms of promos, the
station gives away concert tickets,
wood stoves, bumper stickers with
discount tickets attached; and a
shopping spree, with limousine ser¬
vice, is being offered now. There is
not much special programming, but
IGY does broadcast the American
Top 40 weekly.
Maine’s Music Line magazine is
conducting a survey of popular deejays and at the lead are IGY’s Bob
Anderson, Jane Welsh, and Scott
Robbins. There is not a large dee-jay
turnover, and in fact the staff at the
station has been stable lately. In
February, the station will celebrate
its eighth birthday._

WTOS, of Skowhegan, plays
album oriented rock. The station
was a close third in the order of pop¬
ularity at Bates with 35 students vot¬
ing for it. Its staff is stable, and its
special programming includes the
New Music Hour which features the
newest music groups. When a band
plays the Portland/Bangor/Au¬
gusta area, WTOS will give away
tickets.

area, although no approximate
number of listeners was available.
The station is played on the Cable
Network when movie listings are
aired, and many local restaurants
and businesses tune in to MGX. The
station is very popular mid-days and
early evenings. The promotions
include giving away skis and cars,
such as Subarus, and tickets to con¬
certs their listeners would go to, such

Student Survey
WBLM, of Auburn, is described
as contemporary rock, and has
approximately 152,000 listeners a
week. At Bates, 40 people felt it was
their favorite, including Geoffrey
Howlett. He feels he likes “the music
they play and I like the dee-jays.
There are a lot of good radio stations
in Maine, but I don’t think they
compare to the radio stations that
I’m used to in the New York area.”
And Joe Jones liked BLM “Because
it plays the most heavy metal.”
WBLM has the biggest audience
in Maine according to ihe Arbitron.
Their special programming includes
‘Home Grown’ which features local
talent, and ‘Metal Shop’ which
broadcasts heavy metal. More fre¬
quently, the station simulcasts MTV
on Saturday nights, has the BBC
Rock Hour, and impromptu inter¬
views with bands that show up at the
station. WBLM promotes concerts,
through tickets that they buy or are
received by record companies and
promoters, for all bands that appear
in the area.
There is not much dee-jay tur¬
nover at the station, although two
dee-jays that left recently were very
popular. The two who have been
there the longest are Jose Diaz, 10
years, and Mark Persky, 7 years.

Second in the Student poll of commercial stations, WBLM.
Photo by Lou._
Two students were asked why
they listened to this particular sta¬
tion; William Honneus feels “For a
Maine station they have the widest
variety of music—they’ll play almost
anything. There are things I hear on
TOS that I don’t think I’d be able to
hear on other radtio stations.”
Karen Clay said “Because it plays
different kinds of music. If you listen
to RBC you get 2 hours of rock,
punk, or whatever kind of music the
student dee-jay happens to like.” She
called TOS the best “mixture of
music” while IGY was “elevator
music" and BLM “grinded out
rock.”
Coming out of Portland, WMGX
has been playing adult rock for 6
years. Its target audience is in the
25-34 year old age group. They are
considered popular in a populated

as the recent Bily Joel show.
According to Gail Armstrong, “It
has a good selection of rock and roll,
mostly popular stuff, and it doesn’t
have too many commercials.” Chris
Lynch feels he listens to WMGX
“Because I’m too lazy to change the
dial.” Of the students polled, 33 felt
that MGX was their favorite station.
At the end of March, WCLZ will
be a year old. The Brunswick/Free¬
port station is considered adult con¬
temporary, but calls itself‘Better Hit
Music.’ 17 Bates students consider it
their favorite; the stations target
audience is 18 and older, and is now
more popular with women more
than men. The station has a strong
growth pattern, with most listeners
in, and a good balance outside, of
the Cumberland County area. The
station has a listener suggestion line,

Colour by Numbers”—Original No,
Appealing Yes
by Karen Elias
Staff Reporter
Last year, the British band Cul¬
ture Club established itself in the US
with three top ten singles from their
debut album, “Kissing to be Clever”.
The second release called “Colour
by Numbers” is the superior record,
though, for its soul styled music and
improved singing by vocalists Boy
George and Helen Terry.
Culture Club’s first effort pro¬
duced some above average pop, but
the album as a whole was uneven
and the songwriting, unfocused.
“Colour by Numbers” is more con¬
sistent, but generally the lyrics defy
any effort at interpretation. The first
two singles, “Church of the Poison
Mind” and “Karma Chameleon”,
are better than most mainstream
music, but there is something oddly
familiar about them. Like many of
the songs on the album, they owe
more to Smokey Robinson, the Bea¬
tles, or Stevie Wonder than they do
to Culture Club.

Singer Boy George delivers the
strange lyrics with enthusiasm and a
unique style, getting competent sup¬
port from drummer Jon Moss, bas¬
sist Mikey Craig, and guitarist/
keyboard player Roy Hay. But it is
Helen Terry’s powerful backup
vocals that make “Colour by
Numbers” stand out from other
recent releases. Terry is especially
good on “Black Money”, “Stormkeeper”, and “Church of the Poison

Culture Club’s next, album is more
original and infused with feeling,
and second, for Helen Terry’s forth¬

coming solo album. But, the danceable pop and soul styled ballads are
appealing.

Miaf.—

Music Review
Aside from the near plagarism of
some of the music, the flaws of this
album are often due to Boy George’s
strong but inexpressive voice. Thus,
the nearly emotionless ballad “vic¬
tims” is pretty, but not moving.
Overall, “Colour by Numbers”
may leave the listener with a feeling
of anticipation and hope, first that

BOY GEORGE, lead singer for Culture Club.

and although more women call in,
men are following quickly with their
opinions, and the number of male
and female listeners is balancing out.
The station has the most listeners
between 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. Mon¬
days through Sundays. WCLZ will
be having a special on Valentines’s
Day, from noon wuntil 2:00, which
will feature romantic hits. Other spe¬
cial programming is only very occa¬
sional. There is not a great deal of
turnover in the personnel; there was
a recent addition—Bob Wallace—
but all other dee-jays are the same as
those at the inception of the station.
Rodney Hines prefers WCLZ. He
said, “I realize I am in Maine but
hell, I should be able to enjoy a ter¬
rific hodgepodge of music combined
with continuous weather reports
and few commercials.” And Jeff
Pasco feels “They play a good mix of
old and new music. It’s soft music,
easy to listen to. Less commercials.”
Some students felt they did not
have any particular station they
listen to. Kristen Jalbert said “I shop
around. It depends on what kind of
music I want to listen to.” Dana Bur¬
nell “always switches from station to
station,” and Erica Rowell said “I
really don’t listen to one station,
because I don’t like commercials. I
like extended sets of music. I find
myself constantly changing stations.”
So, there it is—now we know
what the students listen to here.
WRBC was excluded from the pros¬
pective list of stations because we
will soon be having another survey:
“The Reasons Why Students Listen
to Bates’ Student-run Non-com¬
mercial, FM Radio Station,
WRBC.”

Comateens
Bring
Excitement
by Susan Pedreira
Staff Reporter
Last Friday, The Comateens
played at the Alumni Gym to a
group of about 150 people.
Although the crowd was not large,
most of the people danced through¬
out the show.
Kat MacDonald, ’85, commented
before the show that “I know
nothing about them. I never heard
of them before except when they
were played on WRBC.” Moe
Graves, ’84, said “I had heard one
album a while ago, and didn’t know
much about them but that they
played dance music.”

Review
I was in the same situation before
the concert—I had only heard a cou¬
ple of songs on the radio, but felt
they sounded pretty upbeat. The
concert itself was fun—it was good
to see everyone dancing and having
fun.
The band was formed in 1978 in
New York City. According to Nic
North, bass and vocals, they have
gone through personnel changes
since then in order to bring a sense of
simplicity to their music. The Coma¬
teens are now a three person band—
North, his brotherOliverfguitarand
vocals) and Lyn Byrd (synthesizer
and vocals). For the LP Pictures on
a String, a drum box was used. This
produces a drum beat artificially.
The drummer for the Bates gig was
Ben Margulies. He was hired to play
(Continued on Page 9)
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Dancing to Comateens

(Continued from Page 8)
the group’s live shows, and has been
touring with them since October.
The band opened with “Night¬
mares,” followd by “Ice Machine.”
The dance area was filled quickly,
and stayed full for the remainder of
the concert. The music’s beat is
basic, yet powerful. Margulies’
drums dominated the sound without
drowning out the other instruments.

Asked after the show what she
thought, MacDonald said “I
thought they had style. They stuck
to pretty basic beats. And, they were
fun.” Graves said “I liked them a lot.
They were fun, especially since
everyone was dancing. But I
wouldn’t buy the album. I wouldn’t
want to recline in a La-Z-Boy and
have an audio experience with The
Comateens.”

Feature

Flight of Fantasy
by Victoria L. Tilney

Staff Reporter
The night mist floats with a cer¬
tain sadness as they stare longingly
and regretfully into each other’s
eyes. Ingrid Bergman wipes away
the large, salty tear from her soft
cheek as Humphrey Bogart tries to
act strong and with conviction.
What is this after all, but the movies.
Films and television seem to depict a
magic which just never seems to
materialize in real life. However, we
must stop now and then and
seriously consider television-like
happenings which do actually
happen in real life.
The candles flickered as a slight
breeze whispered through the dining
room. The fresh broccoli steamed
from beneath its blanket of hollandiase sauce, the white wine winked
with the magical flicker of the
slender red candle. “Come out with
your hands up!” was bellowed from
a loud speaker from the busy Boston
street below. We jumped up from
our dinner, and down below on Bea¬
cons street were about seven police
cars with their lights flashing vigor¬
ously like wild eyes. The cloned men
crouched behind the car doors, arms
straight as arrows with black flame¬
throwers clutched in the sweating
palms ready to shoot at any false
move. The zebra chief voiced his persistance through a loud-speaker and
within four minutes the lily-livered
coward skulked out of the townhouse. He was frisked, handcuffed
and pushed into the official vehicle.
This is a genuine story.
Her big, red, polyester tent dress
flowed over her prodigious body,
but it could not conceal the fissures
and folds of flesh which hid any sign
of a frame that might exist. The red
lipstick and rouge looked as if they
should have been an integral part of
her dress. Her black locks pushed
their way from beneath her big redfeathered hat. Her name is Hurri¬
cane Hattie, a most infamous
comedian featured at the illustrious
“Happy Jack’s” family restaurant
and lounge.
We entered the squalid room. The
tables were dotted with older folks
and a few young residents from
Lewiston and Auburn. We stuck out
like a sore thumb, we were looked
up and down, especially by Hattie
whose beady black eyes melted as
she observed the young, masculine
bodies. She piped up without any
reservation, “Hey look at that girl
with those four young college bucks,
hey honey, if you want any help just

call me over.” Well, we were rather
taken aback to say the very least.
She wasted no time with her per¬
formance. Her show consisted of a
diversity of attempts at humour and
talent.Her lobster-colored lips threw
out some of the worst jokes I have
ever heard, and each time she
harped out the punchline of a joke,
always dirty, she gave herself a backpatting roll on her piano and turned
her plump neck in our direction for a
nod of approval from the four
“young bucks”.
Her presentation included unrem¬
itting dirty jokes, pitiful songs on the
ivories, a hula dance performed by
two enthusiastic men from the
audience, and many indescribable
gesticulations. As we got up to leave,
we thought what a travesty it would
be to part from “Happy Jack’s”
without a token for remembrance.
For a mere ten dollars, we pur¬
chased one of Hattie’s best-selling
tapes entitled, “Let’s get naughty
with Hurricane Hattie.” That is one
evening that will not be soon forgot¬
ten, especially with her lovely voice
restored on tape. Isn’t modern tech¬
nology great?
Television and films seem to mag¬
nify happiness, success, evil, hum¬
our, any abstract concept of this sort
that seems vastly less significant in
our everyday, hum-drum lives. The
mind’s eye, “... that inward eye
which is the bliss of solitude”, as
Wadsworth so beautifully stated
does not only exist in a celluloid
world.
Such incidents as a criminal being
beckoned by a large and perturbed
police squad.Well, it happens on tel¬
evision, why shouldn’t we have the
charming pleasure of being exposed
to such... well, interesting happen¬
ings. So next time you feel yourself
tumbling into the land of ennui,
pinch yourself and remember that
there are peculiar, television-like
occurences present everywhere.
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MEG EMLEY, left, in the Bates production of “Merry Wives of Windsor.”
File photo.

Grad Attempts Career in Theater
by Diane Wylie

Arts Editor
“I didn’t take any theater intern¬
ships while I was at Bates, and have
been kicking myself ever since,” said
Meg Emley, a theater major and
recent Bates graduate (class of ’83).
This is not a pitch for the Office of
Career Counseling (OCC), but a
genuine problem that students find
when facing the realistic demands of
the working world, as illustrated by
Emley.
Emley became interested in acting
when in high school and her love for
the theater accompanied her to and
throughout her Bates career. “My
father did not like the idea of my
going to Bates to become an actress,
so I decided to major in Psychol¬
ogy,” said Emley.
After she had taken two psych
courses, her sights turned towards
sociology, but eventually she settled
on her true love—theater.
“I took Acting 1 with Paul Kuritz
first semester of my freshman year as
well as attempting to start filling my
psych requirements,” she said. “Act¬

Hero o
by Katherine MacDonald

Special to the Student .
Rather than electing a human
being to receive the title of man or
woman of the year, in 1983 Time
Magazine chose to bestow the honor
upon that revolutionary machine,
the computer. It received this title by
virtue of the immense impact it has
had on society.
One of the major proponent argu¬
ments concerning computers are
their ability to teach children. Kids
are attracted to them. More than 50
percent of home computers are sold
for the purpose of video games.
There are also two other major
benefits from computers. They can
compute massive amounts of
numbers in relatively no time at all,
and they can store, sort, and retrieve
information very quickly.
Think of what they can do. Chil¬
dren will be able to virtually skip
elementary school, for all reading,
writing, and arithmetic will be done
on computers for them.
The fact that a study done on a
group of sixth graders showed that
69 percent could instruct a computer
to draw a 90° angle, and only 19
percent could actually construct one
on paper, can quickly be disre¬
garded. It’s OK; not only will those

ing took first place although I took percent unemployment.
several education courses as a back¬
“I feel that I’m not destined to be
up.”
an actor, but I’ll try and go as far as I
Senior year, Emley visited the can towards turning professional,”
OCC (the inevitable route of many she stated.
seniors) and read “Arts Search” in
Emley is interested in designing
which many regional theaters adver¬ stage scenery and enjoys the work
tise. “I wrote up my resume, a cover she is involved with now. “Regional
letter and went to a couple of inter- ’ theaters receive plans from New
views,” said Emley. “I chose the York City, on paper, of scene
Theatre-by-the-Sea in Portsmouth designs for a play and for a period of
because it is near my friend’s and is two and a half weeks we work on
located in a very pretty town with an putting it all together. The designers
artsy atmosphere.”
visit and approve what has been
Since graduation, Emley has been done,” she said. “It’s kind of like
involved in one TV commercial, but finals time at Bates—you get 10
sadly no acting. She has been work¬ times as much work done in a short
ing in the theater prop shop, involv¬ period as you normally get done all
ing herself in occasional play semester.”
readings.
According to Emley, the Theatre“The problem is that acting is a by-the-Sea is worth a visit—“it used
purely professional business. A lot to be an old brewery which extends
of times actors are more commercial down for 4-5 stories. The space has
than anything else,” she said.
been converted and holds a fairly
In order to be able to audition for large number of people.”
parts, one has to gain admission to a
At the moment “The Trail” by
program by earning hours for an Harold Printer is being worked on
Equity Union membership card. and will be opening Feb 9th. The
The major problem with this accord¬ running play is Peter Shaeffer’s play
ing to Emley, is that Equity has 85 “Equis”.

problems be ironed out in the near
future, but computers are here to
stay. So someday, when today’s kids
are grown up and need to do some
geometry problems or the like,
they’ll always be able to fall back on
their handy dandy computer.
With the computer’s ability to
remember, compare, and analyze,
children won’t have to bother with
the trivial ABCs. One might argue
that this will cause children of the
computer generation to lose touch
with those mental faculties, and per¬
haps have their mind atrophy and
maybe even become slaves to the
computer, but all these things are
outweighed when one considers the
potential for computer generation
kids. These people are predestined
to have limitless knowledge handed
to them on a silver screen. All they
have to do is punch a few buttons
and it’s all there. Should these chil¬
dren opt not to pursue scholarly
endeavors, they can always whittle
away the hours playing video
games—another . important attrib¬
ute of computers.
There is a video craze in process
right now. Video keeps kids off the
streets and teaches them vital morals
that will serve to prepare them for
the world they’re entering. Think of

it, Defender, Galaxian, Packman—
all these games teach children how
to defend themselves. They teach
them to eliminate, kill, and destroy,
and to do it fast. These are necessary
skills in today’s world where there is
a constant threat from the “evil
superpower.”
But then again, and I quote Dr.
Poissant, “There is no scientific evi¬
dence of the effects of video games
on children.” But we can always
hope that at least a little bit of these
important values are rubbing off on
the leaders of tomorrow’s world.
After a while, once kids have mas¬
tered video games, and can kill thou¬
sands of invaders in one round of a
game, they can always go onto
HACKING. Yes, Hacking—the
way in which kids decipher secret
codes and get into the computer
banks of top security industries. The
fact that it is possible to gain access
to top secret information serves to
inspire inquisitiveness, competetiveness, and stick-to-it-iveness, for if
they crack the code the challenge
results in great satisfaction.
There is really no reason to worry
that vital information could fall into
the wrong hands because US offi¬
cials are on top of computer secu(Continued on Page 10)
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KAOS—Students Play to Kill

News Editor
If all technical planning proceeds
It isn’t often when any number of accordingly, Droescher added, the
players can participate in a game game should end up with two people
that can be played up to sixteen hunting each other, neither knowing
hours a day, seven days a week, that he, also, is the last victim.
nearly anywhere on campus, with
There are a number of “creative”
the object of the game being simply ways to “kill” someone, but restric¬
to kill all of the other players when tions have been set by the gamemasone doesn’t even know who all of the ters. The more popular weapons
other players are. Such a game is used are water pistols, cap guns and
KAOS (Killing as an Organized Star Trek “trace guns” which fire
Sport), and will begin at Bates this small disks. Participants can also be
semester.
killed by poisons (the word “poison”
According to organizer of the taped to the bottom of glass, for
activities, John Droescher’84, a “cir¬ instance), bombs (signs, packages or
cle of death” will be formed by all of letters can be used), electrified door¬
those people who decide to partici¬ knobs (indicated by false wires, for
pate in the game whereby each per¬ instance) and “other original ideas
son will be given one name of I’ve heard of to kill people”, said
another participant, with the only Droescher.
goal being to “kill” that person.
Once a person has been killed, the
However, while one player is hunting killer sets out to eliminate the person
his victim, he will also be hunted. his victim was just tracking. All kil¬
Said Droescher, “...(players) will lings are reported to the gamemasbe assigned a victim and will be a ters and for much of the killings, an
victim for someone else.”
honor code must be followed.

Because of the nature of the game,
there is potential for it to “get out of
hand”, so the gamemasters have
devised a series cf rules to contain
the participation, but not limit it.

The game was played on the cam¬
pus two years ago and according to
Droescher, was very successful.
Nearly 28 students participated and
it lasted a week and a half. The victor
of the 1982 game was Mark Elwell

’85, who will be serving as this year’s
Head Gamemaster.
An organizational meeting will be
held on Friday, January 27 at 4:00 in
Rand Hall lounge, and Droescher
will be available for information.

Foremost, a player can’t be assasinated during class or other school
functions. Dorm rooms and the
library are off limits. The time res¬
trictions haven’t as yet been deter¬
mined, but generally, the game will
cease from about 12:00pm to about
8:00am and resume for the rest of
the day. Players can’t be assasinated
with more than three “witnesses”
except where players can be “subtley” eliminated. Poisoning a player
in the dining commons, where a
killer realistically might not be seen,
would be a viable method. Further¬
more, when assasinating a player,
“the victim has to have a way to get
out of it if he’s careful”, Droescher
said. This rule was added to make
the game more realistic,

liil

Derm Uzala: Beautiful Touching and Ironic
by Rob French

Staff Reporter
Exciting, enchanting, beautiful,
touching, intelligent, and humorous.
These are the words which ade¬
quately describe “Dersu Uzala,”
another one of the foreign films
brought to Bates for the Treat
Gallery Film Festival. Directed by
Akira Kurosawa, “Dersu Uzala” is a
wonderful tale full of ironies, of the
cameraderie between two men and
their struggles against nature in the
vast jungles and tundra wasteland of
Siberia and the Russian Far East.
As the movie begins, we see a
young man wandering through what
used to be beautiful woods, but now
the trees have been cleared away and
people have moved into the area.
The man tells us that not long ago he
buried a close friend here, under
some trees that no longer exist. As
he comes upon a grave he sadly mut¬
ters “Dersu.” This is 1910.
The movie actually begins in 1902
with the meeting of Dersu U zala and
the captain of a crew off on a topo¬
graphic mapping mission in a
wooded mountain region of the
Pacific Seaboard of Russia. The
captain and his men are camped in a
deep and dark valley, beautiful yet
ominous. A noise in the woods alerts
the men to the possibility of a
hungry bear approaching their
camp. Weapons are readied, but out
of the woods emerges a hungry and
very harmless Dersu Uzala.
The group divides, planning to
meet later in Vladivostok, the out¬
post of Russian Far East expansion.
Dersu, the captain, and two others
venture out on a flatboat for Lake
Khanka, a lake lying to the north in
the tundra regions. After escaping
an almost sure death (saved only by
Dersu’s wisdom) the captain plans
to head to Vladivostok, and he
invites Dersu to come with him.
Dersu, of course, will not go into the

city, indeed, he has no means for
survival there. The only way he
knows how to live is as a hunter. He
returns to the woods and the captain
goes to the city.
It is obvious that they will meet
again, and in the spring of 1907 they
do. Then begin a series of tragic
events which catalyze and perpetu¬
ate the downfall of Dersu Uzala, cul¬
minating in his death. The first
incident is a beautifully filmed scene
in which Dersu shoots a tiger.
Dersu, unfortunately, believes in the
tiger as a sacred animal, and is full of
remorse for his actions. He believes
that Kanga, the tiger-god, will return
to chase him from the woods. He
suddenly grows morose and very
irritable.
At this point Dersu is fairly old,
though his senses have remained
keen enough to keep him alive in the
wilderness—soon will come the real¬
ization that he is getting too old to
hunt. This moment is truly a sad
one. It begins when he does not even
see a boar that the captain spots in
the underbrush down a slope from
them, and wonders why.
When he completely misses a deer
with a bullet he becomes even more
concerned. He then tests himself
with a target, and finds himself mov¬
ing closer and closer, and he still
misses. At this point he realizes that
his eyes are weakening, and he
breaks into tears. His life as a hunter
depends on his keen eyesight, and
for him to do anything but hunt is
impossible, he knows nothing else.
There is nothing left for him except
to die; it is really his only choice.

Dersu soon voices his desire to
return to the wilderness, and though
the captain and his family have
become very much attached to him
they offer no resistance. As a parting
gift the captain gives Dersu his gun,
a very new, expensive, and accurate
model which is easy to aim with bad
eyesight. Dersu’s body is found later,
shot by someone who wanted (and
stole) his fancy rifle.

Km/ Ciicon Pa/lvaivo
by
Susan Pedreira

^ ^

Staff Reporter
After hearing the seven women
band play at the Winter Carnival
dance, it’s hard to believe “Girls’
Night Out” has been together for less
than six months. The band is a revi¬
val of the girl groups of the 60’s, and
they are extremely talented musically.
The musicians range in age from
28 to 34, and they are all veterans of
the music scene. Their first gig was in
Cambridge, and the club was
packed with a line outside that
reached down the block. Through
word-of-mouth, people heard about
a new ‘girl group’ and were looking
forward to seeing the band play.
They were an immediate success

Computers are a revolutionary
invention that are helping children
all over the world. They provide a
short-cut to wisdom and teach
important values. The most exciting
part about them is that they’ve only
just begun to influence our lives.
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with the audience and with the
media.
Since last July, “Girls’ Night Out”
has been covered in the Boston
newspapers The Phoenix, The
Globe, and The Herald. They have
been on the Good Day show, and in
February they will appear on Even¬
ing Magazine. The Boston Globe
described them as a “female super
group,” and they lived up to their
reputation Saturday night.
Dana Burnell, ’86, said she had
never heard of them, but afterwards
felt, “they were interesting. I was
glad to see Bates get an all woman
band. I was glad to hear the early
60’s music such as their cover of the

Noonday Successes Continue
with Fisher and Matthews
Scott Steinberg

Student Correspondent
The January 24th Noonday was
billed as “Fisher and Matthews per¬
form music of Matthews and
Fisher”. (Or was it “Matthews and
The captain generously offers to Fisher perform music of Fisher and
let Dersu live in the city with him Matthews”?). In either case, I feel
and his family; this time Dersu sorry for those of you who missed
accepts. But he is not happy. The this one; it was one of the most
walls of the house are confining, and enjoyable musical experiences I
there is muc h that he does not under¬ have ever had.
The program originally included
stand about living in the city.
three pieces. However, Matthews
announced two changes in the pro¬
gram. First, the third piece would
computers and because kids love the not be heard because of time limita¬
challenge of cracking codes, hacking tions. Second, the order of the
remaining two pieces would be
is a great learning tool.
reversed.

Feature

KAOS

Girls’ Night Out Shows Promise

TheAmerican Hero
(Continued from Page 9)
rity. Just last July two FBI agents
cracked down on Neil Patrick, a
seventeen year old Hacker. At that
point Patrick was a member of a
large hacking club which is now sus¬
pected of having broken into more
than 60 business and government
computer systems in the US and
Canada. But our officials caught
them! Patrick was considered a
minor, so he did not go to prison.
Because there is this tight watch over

Death and Bates form an interesting combination
participants.

After these announcements, the
music began. The first piece was
Fisher’s “Noonday Suite,” a compo¬
sition for solo flute. This piece was
divided into five sections: I. Prelude,
II. Around and Around, III. Inter¬
lude, IV. And around again, V. Postlude. Matthews performed the
Ipiece beautifully: I rarely see some-

one who seems to enjoy playing as
much as he does.
The second piece was Matthews’
“Three Pieces for Computer and
Piano”. In this piece, the piano was
almost as much of a surprise as the
computer. The piano was “pre¬
pared”, meaning that balls of clay¬
like material were placed on various
strings to alter the sound. The
sounds emanating from the piano
ranged from plucking percussive
sounds to unaltered notes to high
sounds with pitches that were diffi¬
cult to hear clearly.
The computer and piano worked
very well together. The sustained
sounds of the computer compli¬
mented the more transient sounds of
the piano wonderfully. This piece
was divided into three sections, each
section being more intense than the
previous one: I. Gamelan, II.
March, and III. Dance of the Dis¬
tilled Spirits.
Again, sorry to those of you who
missed this one. Reminder On
Tuesday, January 31st, the Noon¬
day Concert will feature the New
England Piano Quartette._

C;

.
Supremes’ ‘Stop in tl
theXT.,
Name
of
Love.’” Jim Weissman, ’84, felt that
“Technically, they were sound, but it
seemed that they hadn’t been
together for very long—they seemed
pretty stiff. They don’t seem to have
formed their own identity yet, which
could be the reason for their uneasi¬
ness on stage.”
The band was formed when the
women decided to have a pajama
party. The idea soon evolved into
the decision to form an all girls
group. Didi Stewart, Sandy Martin,
Wendy Sobel, Kathy Burkly, Alizon
Lissance, Myanna Pontoppidan,
and Cercie Miller will be in New
York City at the City Limits on Feb¬
ruary 10 and 11. And they hope
someday to tour Europe.
The band enjoyed Bates, and Ste¬
wart went as far as to say “We loved
Bates—it was great. The audience
had more energy than others we’ve
played for and who’ve been dead.
This was like an urban audience."
The band had played at WPI the
night before, and felt our school had
responded much more enthusia¬
stically.
The band hopes to release an EP
within the next month. Rounder
Records, George Thorougood’s
label, has shown interest in the
group. The band feels that they have
a caring media and a great deal of
support in Boston, and hope to con¬
tinue their success.
The most important aspect of
“Girls’ Night Out” is their sense of
humor and desire to have fun. Mar¬
tin, Burkly, and Stewart get to “wear
the styles we’ve wanted to wear since
grammar school, but never had a
chance to.”
With their talent and energy, the
band will be successful—in time,
they will relax enough and be more
comfortable on stage. “Girls’ Night
Out” is a band with promise. When
you are in Boston or the surround¬
ing area, look in the club listings for
the band and give them all the sup¬
port they deserve.
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Restaurant Review

Village Inn has Quality Food and Down to Earth Prices
by Carolyn Ryan
Staff Reporter
“The Village Inn is a restaurant
for quality food and down to earth
prices,” claims Norm Vallee, man¬
ager and one of the owners of the
restaurant. It is that, but it’s also a
whole lot more.
The Village Inn is a place for fresh
seafood, steak, roast beef, chicken,
and more. The Village Inn is a res¬
taurant with a sense of humor (the
restroom doors were marked
“buoys” and “gulls”). The Village
Inn is a restaurant that offers plea¬
sant and attentive service. The Vil¬
lage Inn is a place for families, senior
citizens, and young couples to dine.
U pon our arrival, we were greeted
and shown to a nearby table by a
congenial hostess. Seconds later our
waitress Belinda introduced herself.
Belinda proved a wonderfully effi¬
cient waitress, and we were never left
waiting idly.

The Village Inn’s menu consists ot
seafood plates such as fish and chips,
filet of haddock, shrimp, scrod, and
filet of sole. (The plates are huge, in
fact so big that the management
found it necessary to charge $2.00
for plate-sharing because groups of
people would come in and just split a
plate or two.) Also included on the
menu are sandwiches, served on a
deli roll, and Kiddie Plates ranging
in price from $1.85 to $2.25. For
dessert, one could choose from pie,
shortcake, cheesecake, ice cream,
homemade bread pudding or choco¬
late pudding.
Our meal began with fresh bread,
soft and hot from the oven. Appetiz¬
ers were next. Fried mushrooms
proved a tasty treat for me, and my
friend Erika commented that her
choice, the broccoli soup, was “very
good, very hot” with “big chunks of
sturdy, not wimpy, broccoli in it.”
Moving on to the main course, I

What’s Happening?
Jan 27th
8:15 pm Bates Concert Series—
Stanley Cowell trio noted Jazz
ensemble. Tickets at door—$3 for
students and senior citizens.
10:00 pm Trivia Night—WRBC will
be holding its annual trivia contest.
Think ahead and get your team
together.
Jan 29th
6:00 pm International Club Dinner—
Eat well with cheer. Come taste
treats from around the globe! Buy
your tickets early.
Jan 26th - Feb 12th
Portland Stage Company pres¬
ents Noel Coward’s delightfully dar¬
ing comedy “Fallen Angels” at the
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. “Fallen Angels” is
Noel Coward at his biting, sophisti¬
cated best, blending crisp dialogue
with a genius for inventive situa¬
tions, outrageous humor and real
human emotions.
The play revolves around Julia
Sterroll and Jane Banbury, best of
friends and both “complacently
married” to two stiff, upper-lipped
gentlemen who tend to take their
spouses for granted. Both Julia and
Jane had brief affairs with a dashing
Frenchman, Maurice and to their
initial shock and ultimate glee, Mau¬
rice has turned up in London and
plans to visit. What develops is a
fast-paced series of events that reveal
the true characters of Julia and Jane.
“Fallen Angels” epitomized the
feverish re-shaping of social stan¬
dards that followed World War I.
When the play opened in London in
1925 it called it “shocking,” “vulgar,"
and “obscene.” But the audiences
loved it because Coward trans¬
formed their spiritual muddle into
sheer, glamorous entertainment.
Performances are on Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday at 7:30 pm;
Friday at 8:00 pm; Saturday at 5:00

and 9:00 pm; and Sunday at 2:00
pm. Tickets can be purchased at the
Portland Performing Arts Center
box office 774-0465. Prices range
from $7.00 to $12.50.
Feb 4th
“Muddy River” paints a delicate
portrait of life in post-war Japan.
The world is seen through the eyeof
several children; the film focuses on
their friendships. LPL Plus APL
presents the film on Sunday, Feb 5,
Promenade Cinema, 2pm.
Feb 8th - March 4th
Current Directions—“Works in
Clay” featuring work of the artists
Lynn Duryea, Paul Heroux, and
Monty Smith. There will be an
Opening Reception with the artists
Wednesday, Feb 8th from 7-9pm in
the Treat Gallery. Gallery Hours:
Tues - Sunday l-4pm.
Jan 31st
8:00pm “The Elastic Universe:
Resonance, Symmetry, and Har¬
mony” Eric Wollman, Assistant
Professor of Physics, with Mark
Okrent, Associate Professor of Phi¬
losophy will present another demon¬
stration featuring the New England
Piano Quartette. Chase Lounge,
Jan 31st.

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★■A*************

Do You Want a 1983 Mirror?!
To Purchase a Yearbook, Contact Either:

Eileen Conners
Box 136

QR

Carrie Berman
Box 73
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opted for a fried clam dinner while
Erika ordered the chicken cordon
bleu. My meal came with fries and
cole slaw, Erika’s with green beans
and mashed potato.
I would rate my meal a BI (3.3 on
a 4 point scale). The fries weren’t
fantastic, but the clams were fresh
and delicious, reminding me of Cape
Cod on a summer’s evening. The
cole slaw was O.K., but I’ve never
been a cole slaw fanatic anyway.
Erika called the chicken cordon
bleu “a treat for my taste buds” and

the potato “pretty damn good”. I did
notice, however, that she didn’t
touch her green beans.
We both found ourselves suffi¬
ciently filled by the entrees and had
to pass on dessert.
The Village Inn has been owned
by the Vallees for 20 years. Until
four years ago it was known as
Eddie’s Diner. Expansion is planned
for the establishment which will ena¬
ble service of sixty additional peo¬
ple. Vallee estimates he has to turn
away about 500 people a week due

to the popularity of the spot. The
restaurant is especially crowded on
weekends. Belinda claims that the
busiest nights at the Village Inn are
“Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday.”
The food’s always fresh and the
place is clean. The Village Inn does
no formal advertising, but it seems
as if word of mouth has paid off for
them, as they attract customers from
Portland,
Rumford,
Mexico,
Augusta, Waterville, and of course
Lewiston-Auburn.

Duran Duran's New A Jbum
Better than It Should Be
by Karen Elias
Staff Reporter
The music of Duran Duran, said
the band in a recent interview, is
“progressive pop rock" that was
originally intended to “combine high
energy rock with a disco beat”.That
goal is neither revolutionary nor
particularly inventive, so there is no
reason to suspect Duran Duran’s
sound to be, either. Keeping this in
mind, their third album “Seven and
the Ragged Tiger” is a better record
than it should be.
In spite of their two very success¬
ful albums and worldwide fame,
Duran Duran is too often attacked
for their teen idol image and expen¬
sive videos. Those critics sometimes
forget that they are reviewing the
music, not the artists’ looks or
personality.
“Seven and the Ragged Tiger”
exceeds its predecessors in its careful
production and better musicianship.

guished themselves as the band’s
best musicians, and their efforts
highlight this record.
A more serious problem lies in the
ability of vocalist and lyricist Simon
Le Bon. His unique voice has
become both a Duran Duran trade¬
mark as well as the object of some
nasty criticism. On “Seven and the
Ragged Tiger”, Le Bon sings with
much more authority than he did in
the past. He is aided by the addition
of two gifted backup vocalists,
whose talents compensate for Le
Bon’s lack of range.
“Seven and the RaggedTiger”, for
all its fine production, is still only as
worthwhile a record as the previous
two. Though they do not aspire to
convey any deep messages or to
revolutionize new music, Duran
Duran should be commended for
working to avoid the bland, ordi¬
nary pop that they could so easily
sell.

“Union of the Snake” is markedly
different from the band’s early songs
such as “Girls on Film” or “Planet
Earth”. The sound is fuller and syn¬
copated, due to a second percussion¬
ist as well as other backup musicians
and vocalists. “The Reflex”, too, is
good, powerful dance rock.
“Of Crime and Passion” and
“New Moon on Monday” are less
exciting, but they are still adequate
pop songs. The album also includes
some less accessible songs, among
them the instrumental “TigerTiger”.
As they did on “Duran Duran” and
“Rio”, the band mixes overtly com¬
mercial music with pieces less likely
to sell as singles.
Since the debut album, Duran
Duran has come a long way. All the
members have become more profi¬
cient musicians and writers, but they
still could improve. Keyboard
player Nick Rhodes and drummer
Roger Taylor have always distin¬

Variety Expressed in Concert of New
Student Compositions
by Scott Steinberg
S' tudentCorrespondent
“A concert of New Composi¬
tions” was held in the College
Chapel on January 19th, featuring
pieces written last semester by music
students. The concert was marked
by wide variety in the six pieces that
were presented.
Glenn Pierce’s “Cold Shower
Blues” was the first piece of the even¬
ing, and the most fun as well. An
enjoyable composition in the style of
swing. Glenn appeared in vest, white
tie, and dark sunglasses as he sang
with his five-piece back-up band.
Kimberly Jordan’s “Circum¬
stance” was an unusual piece written
for trumpet, horn, trombone, and
tuba. This combination of instru¬
ments produced some beautifully
resonant moments. The piece was
marked by deliberate dissonances,
which included 4ths and 7ths.
Of all the pieces presented, Valerie
Barnhart’s
“Remembrances
of
Things Past” came closest to tradi¬
tional “classical” music. This com¬
position was written for flute, violin,
viola, and cello. Very well played,
with enjoyable texture.
Kurt Schubert’s “in den” featured
sustained synthesizer, piano, re¬
corder, and mbira. This piece was
very symmetrical. Instruments and
new ideas were added until the
“climax” of the piece, and then were
taken away in the opposite order.
Probably the most solemn of the
compositions in its quiet moments:
all attention was riveted on Kurt
during his solo piano sections.

Jenny Levison’s “Knights and
Ladies” featured a pulsing, arpeggiating cello part, a flute, and text
from A. A. Milne. The piece was
divided into four sections; the first,
which presented the lyrics; an instru¬
mental second section; and two
more sections, in which the voice
acted as an instrument, singing
tones, not words.
“Jazz (I)” by William Duffy was

the final composition of the concert.
It used unusual rhythm patterns to
create a disjointed, “jerky” feeling in
the music. Another enjoyable piece,
this one seemed to end all too
quickly; I could have listened to this
one for another few bars.
The concert was, on the whole,
very enjoyable. The wide range in
styles of composition kept interest
high throughout.
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Editorial
New Leadership, Challenging Problems
A new leadership is about to ascend to
power in the RA, and with it conies new hope
and challenging problems.
There are several problems that the incom¬
ing leadership must confront in the upcoming
months, including
—The feasibility of an honor code at Bates.
During the previous administration a commit¬
tee was assigned to revise and redefine last
year’s rather lengthy and confusing document.
To date, little has resulted from this commit¬
tee’s operation. One way or the other, it must
be resolved.
—The impending budget process, always a
sore point with some, but not all, organiza¬
tions on campus. The new RA leadership is
experienced in this area, and needs to guide
the process to a smoother conclusion than in
previous years.
—Finally, a reevaluation of the effective¬

ness of RA committees in general must be
seriously undertaken. As it now stands, every
member of the R A must serve on a committee,
which often times fills up the committee mem¬
bership roster, but little else. The new leader¬
ship must guide the committees to greater
productivity, perhaps eliminating the unneces¬
sary ones, and certainly bolstering the impor¬
tant committees with dedicated, hard working
members. This is the only way that substan¬
tial, tangible results can be achieved.
The incoming RA leadership needs to work
hard to iron out these and other problems.
Hard work, however, usually produces posi¬
tive products, and hopefully they will be
appreciated by Bates students in the long run.
But for now we must hope, and wait, and
see.

dent columnist James Gleason pointed out
earlier this year, this was the first time that the
press was not allowed into a ‘battlezone’
because the administration said that it was too
dangerous.
However, the decision about what is news¬
worthy and the risks that should be taken in
covering a story is not a right that should be
given to the government because, to quote
Gleason again, “as long as the government can
tell us what facts it wants us to know, we will
believe whatever conclusions they wish us to
believe.”
Perhaps Weiss’ resolution will spark suffi¬
cient debate and awareness on the issue that a
similar situation will not occur in the future.
We can always hope.
—Gail Johnston

face an honors thesis orals panel. I
am glad that I had no hand in the
food fight in Commons. Finally, I
am glad I did not call my parents.

Paul Rosenthal
This brings me to those things I
wish I had done better. I wish my
attempt to place a phone call to Paul
Newman had not met such valiant
resistance. I wish I had not called
both the wrong Paul Newman and
the wrong Joanne Woodward.
I wish I had known that Paul
Newman’s office was at Columbia
Pictures in New York rather than at
Columbia Pictures in California
before I called California. I really
wish Paul Newman had been in his
office when I finally did get through.
Now I can only hope his secretary
relays the message my friends and I
left: “Happy Paul Newman Day.”
When we realized that we couldn’t
reach an important movie star like
Paul Newman we settled for Presi¬
dent Reagan instead. We called to
wish him a happy Paul Newman
Day. I am glad his message takers
took us as seriously as we took our¬
selves. I wish I could have explained
the concept of Paul Newman day
better. Maybe then they wouldn’t
have hung up.
Finally, my greatest regret is that
all day Friday, while I was partici¬
pating in this truly collegiate event,
and all day Saturday, while I
reflected upon it, I was unable to
come up with a more viable column
topic.
I did, however, have time to view
myself and my fellow Bates students
with both a sense of perspective and
a sense of humor. Every moment
need not be a lifetime and every
effort need not be a crusade to save
the world. There is a time and place
for merrymaking and perhaps this is
it.
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Impeachment and the First Amendment
The US invasion of Grenada is now passe,
old news, relegated to the stance of trivia, to
surface again only on some last Friday night as
a WRBC question.
Democraiic Representative Ted Weiss,
however, is trying to keep the issue alive by
submitting an impeachment proposal to Con¬
gress, aimed at President Reagan. Weiss does
not expect that an impeachment will follow
but instead hopes that “one of the constructive
outcomes of the impeachment resolution is
that it engenders a debate of the issues and
strengthens the public’s understanding of the
constitutional principles upon which our
nation is founded.”
One of the reasons cited in the resolution is
that the administration violated the first
amendment, by preventing the news media
from covering the invasion directly. As Stu¬

Last Friday was an important day
on the Bates campus. It was the first
day of the annual Winter Carnival.
' The weekend began with an event
truly in keeping with the carnival
atmosphere: Paul Newman Day.
I thought long and hard about
whether to write about Paul New¬
man Day. Finally, I decided there
were several good reasons to do so.
First, the number of students partici¬
pating this year suggested that the
event was statistically significant.
Second, the extent to which said stu¬
dents participated in this winter car¬
nival ritual suggests it is worth
noting.
Finally, my own personal experi¬
ences over the past weekend lead me
to conclude that I could speak with
authority on Paul Newman Day.
Any single activity or event which I
can participate in all one day and
contemplate all the next must have
been a somewhat momentous occur¬
rence in my Bates College career.
My comments will fall into three
broad categories: First, things I did
on Paul Newman Day; second,
things I am glad I did not do; and
third, things I wish I had done
better.
First, things I did. This is a short
list since most of what I did I also
wish I did better. I finished. I fell
asleep before midnight. Neither of
these facts now seems to be of any
particular importance.
Next there are those things I am
glad that I did not do. Perhaps 1
should also include here things I
learned not to do. Most notable: I
learned not to dive head first into
snow banks.
I am glad I did not wake up my
neighbors at ungodly hours. I am
glad I did not declare war or commit
acts of aggression against my fellow
Bates students.
1 am glad that I did not have to
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Americans in Europe: Some Things
Haven't Changed
(Ed’s note: Derek Anderson, con¬
tributing editor for The Student is a
history major studying this year at
the University of Edinburgh in Sco¬
tland. Gregor Sloss is his roommate.)
American travellers in Europe are
a funny breed. Picking them out of a
crowd is about as easy as determin¬
ing which of the ice cream lines is for
oreo, and which is for raspberry
sherbet. There are lots of tell-tale
signs: the ubiquitous backpack, the
faded Levis, the general disregard
for local custom, the constant click¬
ing camera, the loud, nasal voices,
and the universal attitudes of “bigger
is better,” everyone should speak
English, and “America, love it or
leave it.”
Let’s look at a few all-too-typical
scenes involving this American
traveller.
First stop: Paris. Look, over
there! See Muffy, Michelle, Laura,
and Susan in their kelly green L. L.
Bean sweaters, and docksides, who
are studying art in Florence, and
who are travelling on unlimited
expense accounts? A sample of their
bland conversation, as they stand
under the twin towers of the Notre
Dame Cathedral:

“I couldn’t sleep last night. The
bed was too soft and I didn’t have a
pillow.”
“Me neither. And my room was
filthy.”
“I’d do anything for a decent
bathroom. A place with hot water
and flushing toilets. That’s not too
much to ask. After all, we do live in
the 20th century.”
“This place just isn’t as good as the
US. We wouldn’t have any problems
there. The rooms here don’t even
have a TV. I miss “General Hospital” and “Dynasty” so much.” ~

Derek Anderson
“What do you want to do now?
I’m tired of seeing cathedrals.”
“My feet hurt.”
“Where’s a McDonald’s?”
“I wish it would stop raining... ”
Yes, they are in what is arguably
the greatest city in the world, and
they are complaining about the
weather, and wishing they were
home in suburbia, USA.
This American whining can be
seen from Stockholm to Rome;
from Athens to Madrid.
Second stop: London. Two
Americans see each other on the

Paul Newman Day is
Immature and Stupid
Why are people so weird? Some¬
times I think that what we think is
normal is really abnormal and viceversa.
People think wearing an earring
or dying your hair orange is weird,
but why is that? And what about gay
people? Our society discriminates
against them in the military and the
work place, but why is that? I don’t
have the answers to these questions,
but I can tell you that I don’t think
these people are different than
anyone else.
The people whom I think are
really weird are certain Batesies I
saw on campus Friday. I’m referring
to those drunken fools we all saw
stumbling across campus with a beer
in their hand, dropping cans and
bottles everywhere, and throwing up
in the bathrooms. Of course, if you
haven’t already guessed, I’m talking
about that stupid, immature, and
utterly ridiculous Paul Newman
day.
How can ‘normal’ people act like
that? Sometimes, I’m so happy that I

live off campus and I don’t have to
deal with these ‘normal’ people. I’ve
had the opportunity to discuss this
past weekend with other people and
I’ve heard some stories that I’d like
to share with you. M ost of you prob¬
ably have already heard them but
for those people (like myself) who
were fortunate enough not to be on
campus when they happened. I’ll
share just a few.

Mark Roy
First, there was the Commons
incident, where a Paul Newman day
participant threw a glass at another
individual. How’s that for maturity?
Then there was the Wilson House
party, and the guy who slugged a
woman. Real macho! Did people
think that was fun?
I can tell you, those people missed
the real fun on campus Friday night
and that was the Comateens con¬
cert. Sure, maybe they didn’t play
very long but they were fun\ I’ll
choose dancing to a good band any(Continued on Page 15)

subway. If they had seen each other
in New York, they wouldn’t have
said one word, but in Europe this
perfect strangers gravitate to one
another like magnets.
“How’s it going?”
“Pretty good. Where ya from?”
“North Shore. Go to BC.”
“Oh yeah? Know Sally Rex or
Greg Thompson?”
“Greg lived down the hall from
me freshman year. Football player.
6'2", 260. Nice guy. Hey, do you
know who won the Orange Bowl?”
“Upset of the year; Miami beat
Nebraska.”
“Damn, I had 10 bucks on the
’Huskers by 7...”
Now imagine an average English¬
man who overhears this conversa¬
tion and thinks to himself: “North
(Continued on Page 15)
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On Americans,Football
Grenada and Derek
“An American?”
I was less than entirely gruntled.
Indeed, the word “aghast” seems
hardly powerful enough to convey
the strength of my feelings.
Ashen faced, my landlady replied,
“I’m afraid so.”
So there was no doubt, no hope. I
had been peeved; now I was racing
past the dumbfounded stage, accel¬
erating rapidly towards the deep
spiritual emptiness mystics have
termed “the dark night of the soul.”
I confess, I do not recollect the
next few minutes all that clearly.
This is, I feel, forgiveable—my life
was, after all, lying in ruins around
me. I felt sure that this was it, utter
desolation, the worst that was possi¬
ble. I was wrong.
“Hi.”
The nasal twang seemed to rever¬
berate endlessly in my ears—rather
as I imagine I and my fellow sinners
will feel on the Day of Judgment
when that seventh angel finally gets
to work a-blowin’ his trumpet. I
turned and my misery was complete.
I was face-to-face with a smiling,
clean cut, all American John Denver
look-alike in a lumberjack shirt and
faded denims. I uttered a few words
of greeting in an appropriately list¬
less, hopeless voice and beat a hasty
retreat, a broken man.

Gregor Sloss
Once the original desolation had
passed however, panic set in. An
American! I was going to spend the
next year with an American. My
God! What would we talk about for
a start? What did I know about
America? I racked my brain,
searched my soul even, but could
find nothing. I tried again and again.
After about half an hour of this, I
had come up with the following
snippets of information.
1) At some point in the distant
past, America had been a British col¬
ony, but had been expelled from the

Empire when some chap named
Washington dumped some tea
chests into the sea as a tax dodge.
2) Americans played an odd form
of rugby for which they dressed like
a cross between a deep-sea diver,
and a Sherman tank, and the object
of which seemed to be to get as many
action replays of your runs and rec¬
aps of your career statistics as possi¬
ble on the TV highlights.
3) Americans like to invade small,
harmless Caribbean islands for the
dual purpose of saving the whole of
Western civilization-as-we-know-it
from imminent destruction (it being
under threat from armies of calypso
steel drum players) and spreading
the glories of American culture
(Coke, McDonald’s and “Dallas”)
It hardly seemed enough material
for a whole year of conversation. I
slept uneasily that night.
The next morning came, as morn¬
ings always come—far too soon. I
crawled unwillingly downstairs and
found myself sitting opposite an obs¬
cenely (for that time of the morning)
fresh, cheerful, healthy and wellscrubbed American visage. I eyed
my lodging-companion warily for a
moment over the toast, bacon and
egg, searching desperately in my
sleep-befuddled brain for a suitable
note on which to open the
proceedings.
“Good morning.” (I felt that this
was probably the safest bet, leaving
open plenty of avenues for further
development.)
“Morning!” came back the reply.
We talked for about five
minutes—about the weather, the
bus times, where we came from,
what we were studying. In fact I
think in that short time we covered
pretty much all of the major issues
facing mankind in the later half of
the twentieth century. I neglected
only to ask him what his attitude
was to the structuralist controversy
(Continued on Page 15)

On the Road Again
After a few months in St.
Andrews, Scotland, I was experienc¬
ing pizza withdrawal symptoms. I
had ordered one at a three-tabled
diner in Dundee, but was served a
round of micro-waved cardboard
bread with a spoonful of tomato
sauce and parmesan cheese on top.

No, it had to be real pizza this
time, even if I had to travel the
twelve miles to Anstruther to enjoy
it.
Besides, it was a perfect opportu¬
nity to become better acquainted
with Christoph, the Swiss student I
met at the Overseas Student Orien¬
tation. So I asked him to join me on
this small cycle excursion and he
agreed heartily - who could refuse a
ride on a bicycle built for two?
We rented the tandem from the
Athletic Union for $1.50 and set out.
Kind person that I am, I invited
Christoph to lead and navigate while
I sat back, legs peddling at full speed
but arms quietly folded, watching
the countryside roll by. Sheep
leaped and grazed upon unusually
green fields while farmers strolled to
their houses for lunch. The hills
rolled in and out, offering us a var¬
iety of views. We agreed that cycling
was the way to experience Scotland.
Cars and buses cannot offer such
intimacy with the land.
The tandem cyclist not only grows
closer to the environment, but to her
peddling mate as well. A tandem

challenges two people to cooperate
while allowing them to chatter along
the way. We talked about various
past trips, the contrasts in lands¬
capes compared to our home coun¬
tries, and our opinions of St.
Andrews.
It did not take long to feel com¬
fortable with Christoph. Nor was it
long before we arrived in Anstruther
- the other major advantage to a
tandem: it takes half the time!
The pizza was not quite New
York style, but it was fresh, hot, and
delicious. To top it off, the harbour
view was spectacular and the beer
beat any American brand! Refreshed,
we strolled about Anstruther, its
grand pier, and the Fisheries
Museum.

Louise Jennings
We chatted to some friendly Scots
who recommended the coastal route
to return home. Their sing-song
accents were difficult to understand,
but we got the drift and took their
advice. A bit longer, but the
approaching view of St. Andrewsby-the-sea silenced our non-stop
conversation.
This bike trip not only showed
Christoph and me the charm of this
Scottish district, but sparked off a
beautiful friendship as well. We con¬
tinued to share many little adven¬
tures, both spontaneous and
planned.
One time we dressed in ridiculous
costumes and had a pebble¬

throwing contest off the end of the
St. Andrews pier, provoking
camera-clicks from tourists and
bewildered looks from the locals.
Another time we camped in the
Scottish Highlands with the Moun¬
taineering Club, and agreed that we
had never seen such strange, rugged
beauty anywhere. And we both took
advantage of the well-known West
Sands which lay practically right
outside my door. Long walks and
short runs along this windy, barren
beach upon the North Sea will never
leave my memory.
The months rolled by and our
adventures began to include each
others friends. I even shared the
Christmas season with his family in
Switzerland.
The only problem with JYA is
having to leave your new friends
behind. Of course, we still write, and
plan on seeing each other sometime
in the near future. We treasure our
friendship as something special,
almost as if we share a mysterious
secret, and distance will never
remove this feeling. Some sort of
bond was formed on that wonder¬
fully whacky tandem ride in October
when a Swiss and a Canadian who
lives in the United States but was
born in Germany shared Italian
food in a Scottish pub. “Cheers” to
you, Christoph.
(If you have an adventure to sub¬
mit, please contact Louise Jennings,
Box 410).
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Letters to Major McKyntre
Dear Major McKyntre—
This past Sunday I had opportu¬
nity to witness an event that only
further convinced me to reject Chris¬
tianity, perhaps even all established
religious orders. The event I am writ¬
ing you about involves a couple of
Christians, and I can’t help but see it
as indicative of that religion as a
whole. It not only makes one’s stom¬
ach turn, it makes one wonder what
the hell Heaven will be like.
I was sitting underneath one of
the trees by our chapel, reading
Nietzsche’s Antichrist (appropri¬
ately enough, eh?) when this
woman, a student, walked by me,
towards the chapel door. Behind her
were two men, also students, walk¬
ing in the direction of the chapel. I
didn’t notice any of them pass, until
I heard one of the two men mutter to
his buddy—“Goddamned lesbians.”
I looked over my shoulder,
around the tree, and watched the
three, the woman in front, near the
steps. From the way they were talk¬
ing 1 thought they might do her
some harm, so I kept an eye on
them. She got to the top of the
stairs—there are three of them—and
swung open, which put her near the
edge of the topmost step. You know
how churches are—they make doors
big enough for Noah’s Ark in case
they get the call to make one, in
order to get it out of the church.
These two guys had stopped at the
base of the steps to watch her. One
of them looked over his shoulder to
be sure no one was watching—not
noticing me—then said to her. “You
goddamned lesbian, profaning the
House of God—you ought get outta
here!” The other guy then spit at her,
hitting the back of her blouse, and
then both walked away, most
righteously.
I jumped up and ran over to her. I
took out my handkerchief and
wiped the spit off the back of her
blouse.
—Do you want me to do anything
to them?
—No, don’t waste your time.
—If you want to report them to

the Dean, I’ll go with you.
—No, thank you—it would be a
waste of time. It won’t change them.
The real killer is I’m not a lesbian at
all. It’s a couple of friends of mine
who are.
I introduced myself to her—she’s
a very nice woman named Karen.
She was going in to play the organ
and invited me in to listen. We had a
great time—she can really play well,
and sing even better. I eventually
went back outside, and we talked a
while about Nietzsche. We’re going
to have supper together this
weekend.
I am still very upset about this
matter. How can idiots like this call
themselves Christian and never
think about what it was their idol
Christ—was like? Do they honestly
think Christ would have spit on her,
Christ being the guy who walked
everywhere with his twelve male
friends, who defended whores and
even kept the company of one? And
do they honestly think that if they
walked up to Christ and said—
“Hey, I think you’re wonderful and
want to walk around with you to
spread the Word.” that Christ would
have allowed them? Likely as not,
Christ would have taken one look
into their hearts and then said
“Sorry guys, I have enough difficulty
fighting narrow-minded, prejudiced
imbeciles as it is—I don’t need them
in my ranks. Find yourself a bully
they always need group support
from people like you—all cowards
do."
I’m afraid that these two—like
most of the Christians I’ve met—are
never honest enough with them¬
selves to think honestly. I suppose
there’s really nothing to do—except
choose atheism. It’s probabl)
better—in the long run—to be in
with a Hell of a lot of thinking athe¬
ists than it is to be with the Heav¬
enly, spitting, Host,
sincerely yours,
William Williamson
P.S. By the way, how do 1 get that
much chocolate syrup out of the
sheets?

Paul Newman Day
Horrifying
To the editor
I had almost forgotten where I
was; it was a scary phenomenon; a
strange mass movement. Passive
people were transforming into dan¬
gerous, obnoxious, and violent
creatures.
I went into Commons for Friday
dinner - food was being thrown ever¬
ywhere; people were screaming I
saw a large male figure with a beatred face moaning as he carressed his
bruised and Moody fist and I saw
many more similarly pitiful figures... (supposedly intelligent human
beings).
I walked around campus and
went to parties, only to see men
punching men, men fighting with
women, women and men mindlessly
screaming glass was being smashed;
windows and property were being
destroyed. It was a nasty scene. It is
highly ironic that this is called
“FUN” in the name of the infamous
Bates institution of “Paul Newman
Day.”
I truly cannot see the objective of
a mass of people drinking as much
as they can only to become insanely
drunk, potentially dangerous, and
feeling absolutely sick afterwards. I
am truly disgusted. I’m not against
social drinking but this insane
“mass movement” to become totally

inebriated is definitely a tragic scene.
This scene on Bates campus,
reminded me of horror stories tht
I’ve heard about when generally pas¬
sive people become totally insane,
while becoming trapped in a mass
movement - either in Nazism or in a
Jim Jones movement or whatever.
Granted, this may sound like an
extremely severe comparison, but I
don’t believe so. Think about it.
Think about history. Think about
yourself.
Beth V. George *85

Letters to the Editor

A Personal Viewpoint on
Newell Warde Issue
Dear Mr. Kinney:
I am writing to you concerning
the upcoming trustee meeting on the
tenure decision of Professor Newell
Warde. I imagine you have been
addressed often enough on this mat¬
ter in the past few months, but I
would like to add my voice to those
others on the eve of a decisive
conference.
As a recent graduate of the Col¬
lege I maintain an avid interest in the
happenings on campus, especially in
those departments with which I had
the closest contact, i.e., the Music,
German, and History Departments.
This past summer, along with other
Bates students and alumni, I was
surprised and even a bit shocked to
learn that Prof. Warde had not
received tenure.
You have probably already heard
the long list of Prof. Warde’s
achievements and contributions to
the College; these I need not elabo¬
rate. I would, however, like to offer
up some personal words of praise
based on my own contact with
Newell Warde.
At a small college, the reputation
of any excellent (or bad) professor
travels quickly. The dynamic Ger¬
man Department, along with its
German Club, Table, Short Terms
and other activities had earned
nothing but good words from my
fellow students. A good deal of this
enthusiastic flurry can be attributed
to Newell Warde’s energetic intitiative. My roommate and close friend
attended Prof. Warde’s Short Term
to Marburg an der Lahn, West Ger¬
many. The affect of this experience
was remarkable. The stories never
ceased and her appreciation of the
German language and European
culture had deepened greatly. She
went on to complete a “Secondary
Concentration in German Language
and Literature,” a program intro¬
duced at Bates by Prof. Warde.
When I found German essential
to my studies, I too came into con¬
tact with the department. I then got
to know Prof. Warde and his many
aspects of involvement with the
College.
First, my experience as a student
of Introductory German was most
rewarding. German 101-102 was
structured by Prof. Warde in a very
effective and innovative way, with
extra class hours to intensify the
learning process and to provide the
students with the tools necessary to
acquire ability in a new and occa¬
sionally difficult foreign language. A
colleague in my Class of ”82, who has
taught at a private school since gra¬

duation, has structured his Spanish
classes after Prof. Warde’s example.
I have heard that the other language
teachers at Bates are also following
this pattern now.
Secondly, I came to know Newell
Warde as the driving force behind
the Bates Concert Series during my
own time on that Committee. Prof.
Warde handled contracts and diffi¬
cult clients, negotiated with manag¬
ers, printers, movers and deadlines
in a thoroughly professional
manner. The Concert Series is now
the best it has ever been in the his¬
tory of the College and draws a large
New England audience. Its organi¬
zation could not be in better hands.
Thirdly, I came to recognize
Newell Warde’s scholarly achieve¬
ments when I decided to design an
Independent Study in German Cul¬
tural History with the History
Department. Prof. Warde took a
great deal of his own time in offering
advice and assisting in structuring a
course outside of his department. In
forming a syllabus and reading list
on his suggestions, I realized how
well-versed he was on aspects of phi¬
lology, literary history, cultural
development and all manner of help¬
ful bibliography. His record of scho¬
larship attests to his various
capabilities.
Professor Warde greatly encour¬
aged me on my first trip to Ger¬
many, to that same city in which he
spent three rewarding semesters. It
was certainly due largely to his
enthusiasm that I looked forward to
those months with great expecta¬
tion. Prof. Warde gave me tips and
addresses of acquaintances and
calmed a good deal of the fears that
one has in undertaking such a trip
individually. In Gottingen at the lan¬
guage course, I found myself far bet¬
ter equipped than most of my
colleagues to cope with the treacher¬
ies of German grammer, because of
Prof. Warde’s preparation.
Upon my return to Bates, I dis¬
cussed the possibilities of applying
for a Fulbright Scholarship with
Prof. Warde, himself a two-time
Fulbrighter. Largely due to his gui¬
dance and encouragement, Bates
had sent a student to Germany on a
Fulbright Grant in 1980, and then
■ another in 1981. At the annual meet¬
ing with the head of the American
Program unit of the FulbrightKommission in Bonn, Fall 1982, the
Director addressed me personally
saying, “You know that three years
ago our Kommission had never even
heard of Bates College. But since
your College’s great interest in Ger¬

many, we have accepted three good
people_” I assure you Mr. Kin¬
ney, that this international recogni¬
tion of the College can, at least in
part, be traced right back to Newell
Warde’s office. If it were not for his
encouragement, I would not have
enjoyed the unique experience of
study abroad that I have.
How painful at the end of this
academic year, to hear that Prof.
Warde’s career at Bates was to be
dismissed. I had not previous knowl¬
edge of the tenure system at Bates,
but have taken the trouble to inform
myself in recent weeks. It seems to be
a dubious and mysterious selection
process,that can reject such quality
material as Newell Warde and the
refuse to provide reasons for that
decision. I have heard that an appeal
has been granted and I urge that a
review of the case is in order. I have
also learned that the American
Association ofUniversityProfessors
has admonished Bates College’s
tenure system as being inconsistent
with their guidelines. The student
voice is also unified in support of
Prof. Warde. It is certainly clear that
close attention needs to be paid to
this matter.
My present concern is two-fold.
First, if the tenure procedure is
faulty, it should be revised accord¬
ingly, perhaps using Prof. Warde’s
appeal as the starting point for that
reform. Secondly, Newell Warde’s
career should not be sacrificed to an
administrative error. The over¬
whelming evidence in his favor will,
I sincerely hope, bring about a
reconsideration of that decision.
My immediate family and I have
been supporting Bates College liter¬
ally for decades (my mother, Class
of’55, myself, Class of’82, my sister,
Class of ’86). It is a fine institution
with quality teaching and scholar¬
ship. I would, however, have diffi¬
culty supporting Bates further with
good conscience, should it expel in
an unreasonable fashion one of the
finest professors in the recent history
of the College; that person who has
been instrumental to my own intel¬
lectual development.
Professor Warde used to like to
introduce himself as a “Bates enthu¬
siast.” It would be a shame indeed if
that same institution dismissed his
enthusiasm. Moreover, I believe it
would damage Bates College’s repu¬
tation and the foundation of its sup¬
port. I do know it would alienate at
least one other Bates enthusiast.
Thank you very much for you
time and attention.
Ruth M. Hall ^2

A Reader Responds in Defense of
“Dave on Sports*
To the editor.
After reading Mike Kenyon’s let¬
ter to the editor (Jan. 20) in regard to
the “Dave on Sports” column, I felt
compelled to write—not only
because the man expressed an opin¬
ion that I highly disagree with, but
also because his argument was so
full of holes that I was practically
reading the page underneath it.
I don’t know about any of the
other Student readers, but I can
think of better things to read than
the words of some person who
thinks it necessary to enlighten us all

with his own high-and-mighty code
of morality. I would have stopped
reading it, too, except that it was too
funny.
It seems that Mike Kenyon is
offended by Dave Brenner, of the
“Dave on Sports” column, for writ¬
ing a particular column about some¬
one popularly known as “Birdlady”
(the name used by Mr. Kenyon). He
goes on to say that this was wrong of
Dave; it was an injustice.
Now, Mr. Kenyon has the right to
an opinion, of course. But what,
may I ask, is it based on? Between

using almost every synonym in
Roget's Thesaurus and padding his
letter with irrelevant and nonsensi¬
cal statements, his reasoning was
very hard to follow.
Firstly, I would like Mr. Kenyon
to refer back to the original article. If
he would read it carefully, he would
see that in no part did Dave ever call
this person “Birdlady”, but merely,
“Cereal Lady”. I think that in Mike’s
zealous search for something to con¬
test, he has become blind to the
actual facts. And as for Dave’s “tak¬
ing personal jabs at individuals”,

anyone with any insight at all would
know that the piece was more affec¬
tionate than anything else. If Mr.
Kenyon is unable (or perhaps
refuses) to see this, I would suggest
that it is he who is the insensitive
one. (By the way, is Dave’s ending
line of “God Bless Her” a defama¬
tory comment?!)
In addition to his complete misin¬
terpretation of the piece, Mike pre¬
tends to back up his view by citing
Dave’s “record”: he writes that
Dave’s writing is “at times slipsho(Continued on Page 15)
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Americans in Europe: As Obnoxious as Eva*
(Continued from Page 13)
Shore? Which north shore? BC? I
thought that was a long time ago.
6-2-260? Is that a phone number?
Orange Bowl? Is that the valley in
California where they grow all the
oranges? What’s a buck? What’s a
’HuskeiT
Americanisms reign.
Third stop: The Lisbon slums.
Two students are searching for a
Roman aquaduct which runs
through a shanty town. They are
dressed well, carrying a picnic lunch,
complete with bread, cheese, salami,
wine, fruit and cookies. Their 35mm
cameras with two specialty lenses
and four extra rolls of film, are

swung over their shoulders. They
have enough money on them to feed
a Portuguese family for a week. And
they are 3,000 miles from home.
Around them are houses made of
cardboard and plastic siding, with
small garden plots, from which fami¬
lies attempt to grow enough food to
eat. Plumbing, electricity and heat¬
ing are almost nonexistent. The chil¬
dren play games in the muddy
streets; they are hungry, wear old
ragged hand-me-downs, and have
never been further from home than
downtown Lisbon.
What could build resentment fas¬
ter than seeing such a stark contrast
between the haves and the havenots.

Paul Newman D ayShouldJoin
Sadie Hawkins
in Oblivion
have to drink yourself into oblivion
(Continued from Page 13)
day over going to a Wilson House
party where there is a crowd of
overly drunk Batesies—all trying to
pick someone up in the giant meat
market.
There are lots of people who feel
the way 1 do and for their sake I
hope Bates will do itself some good
and send Paul Newman day the
same place it sent Sadie Hawkins—
into the pile of bad Bates traditions.
People have lived without Sadie,
they can live without Paul Newman.
I, for the life of me, can’t figure
out why Batesies work their butts off
during the week and build up all that
tension, just to explode on the week¬
end and release all their frustrations.
Why not just mellow out and take
life slow and easy?

I was talking to a senior the other
day who said she can’t believe how
much Bates has changed since her
freshman year. When she was a
freshman there were lots of things to
do durine the week—so you didn’t

on the weekend. Bates can be like
that again, but it takes effort. People
can’t expect CHC to do everything.
Batesies have got to be willing to
make things happen—or at least
attend the events such as the Coma:eens. that others make hannen.

Fourth stop: Central Lisbon. Two
Americans, who speak absolutely
no Portuguese, get on a bus with one
of their several guide books, and by
pointing to words in the book ask
how to get to a train station across
town.
Ten Portuguese men and women
sitting on the bus immediately begin
to argue among themselves about
the best way to get to the train sta¬
tion. All ten of them are trying to
help, but the Americans can’t under¬
stand a thing. Someone who speaks
English presents himself, gives
explicit directions, and then escorts
the Americans half way to the sta¬
tion himself.
Fifth stop: A bar in a small north¬
ern town in Spain called the “Holly¬
wood.” Pictures of Marilyn Monroe,
James Dean, Humphrey Bogart,
Clark Gable, John Wayne, and
Bette Davis line the walls. The beer,
a local darker brew, is nice and cold,
which is a welcome change. The
music is a combination of American
and British top 40 selections, which
everyone in the bar knows the words
to, and the meaning of.
Our American traveller finally
feels at home.

A Victim’s Response to
Harassment
To the editor
This letter is addressed to all
drunken bullies: Years of training
have taught you how to cope. When
something irks you, you smack it in
the face. You think nothing of how
this method affects others. Obviously,
you aim to harm the number one
enemy of the evening, but you over¬
look the unfortunates who were
standing in the way.
Practice what you preach. You
say you don’t care if people think or

act differently than you - as long as
you don’t have to know about it.
Well I don’t care if you do drink too
much and feel like beating someone
senseless. But just as long as no one
knows about it. So next time you
feel this common urge, please be so
considerate as to comply with the
wishes of many concerned: shut
yourself in a closet and pound those
mighty fists against your own head,
your own teeth, your own flesh.
Only then will we all feel better.
Beth Carvette ’85

Japan’s Foreign Minister Plans
Trade, Defense Talks
WASHINGTON (UP1) - Foreign because of complaints Tokyo is fail¬
Minister Shintaro Abe of Japan ing to give adequate access to its
arrived Thursday for talks with Vice markets. The administration op¬
President George Bush and other poses such legislation.
In 1983 Japanese and the Ameri¬
officials concerning growing U.S.
demands for greater access to can trade totaled $64 billion with the
United States suffering a $20 billion
Japan’s markets.
Abe is the highest level Japanese imbalance.
official to visit Washington since
Japan buys 60 percent of Ameri¬
Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone’s Liberal Democratic Party lost can beef and is concerned that
36 seats in the December elections. expanding the market will damage
The party retained control of the its politically influential producers.
It buys 40 percent of the U.S. orange
government through a coalition.
In Tokyo, Nakasone told Abe to crop.
assure the administration that Japan
American manufacturers want a
“will stay the course” in supporting
previous commitments to U.S. greater share of the Japanese
foreign policies, Japanese sources telecommunications market but see
said. No meeting was scheduled marginal improvement.
Japan said its government-run tel¬
between Abe and President Reagan.
The sources said Abe did not ephone system, NTT, bought $140
come to Washington to negotiate million in U.S. equipment last year.
any issues, but to discuss the general U.S. officials, however, said NTT
framework of problems between the spends $3 billion annually on tele¬
communications equipment.
two governments.
The 59-year-old foreign minister
will meet Bush and Secretary of
Abe and Treasury Secretary
State George Shultz at the White Donald Regan on Friday will dis¬
House Friday. Bush is the lead cuss problems concerning the yen
coordinator of a group overseeing and dollar exchange rates and
American-Japanese issues, chiefly American investment regulations.
Japanese defense spending and
Abe’s talks with Defense Secre¬
accelerating the expansion of Japa¬
tary Caspar Weinberger will include
nese markets to U.S. goods.
Bush said last week Japan must the Japanese Cabinet’s decision to
recognize there are growing de¬ budget $12.5 billion for defense - an
mands in the Congress for trade pro¬ increase of $771 million over the
tection legislation against Japan 1983 budget or 6.55 percent.

Washington had suggested a 6.8 per¬
cent increase.
During the weekend Abe will go
to Atlanta to visit Japanese
factories, returning to Washington
for talks Monday with William
Brock, special trade representative,
and Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige. He leaves Monday after a
news conference.
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In Defense
of Dave on Sports
(Continued from Page 14)
d... obscure... and predictable... ”.
This is not any kind of evidence!!
Mr. Kenyon provides absolutely no
examples to back up these absurd
statements—and no wonder—for
they are simply not true!
What is “obscure” to Mike is
probably known as “style” to the rest
of us. As for “predictable”—sorry,
Mike—I always thought that Dave’s
writing was interesting, amusing,
and above all, diverse from week to
week: he is often funny, but has also
on occasions made serious sugges¬
tions for new uses for the Cage,
devoted entire columns to certain
teams or individuals in avid shows of
support, and also provided readers
with knowledgeable information on
the proffesionals. If Mr. Kenyon is
able to predict all of this, well,
excuuuuuuse me!! We all should be
so omniscient.
The part about Dave’s “insensitiv¬
ity” was by far the most ridiculous,
though. After all, one need only
refer back to the article written

about Bobcat Charlie Richardson
and his plight with injuries to see
that Dave Brenner’s column is any¬
thing but “insensitive”.
Basically, Mike Kenyon had no
idea what he was talking about when
he decided to so definitively give the
low-down on one of the more popu¬
lar columns in The Student.
I have only two suggestions for
him: 1) he should not pretend to be a
guide in territory he has obviously
never explored (he should talk about
being “slipshod”!) and 2), stop being
a person who attacks merely for the
sake of attacking. After all, it was
quite bold of him to make generali¬
zations about Dave’s personal char¬
acter on the basis of one column he
wrote that Mike didn’t happen to
agree with. That, in itself, is “insensi¬
tive, pointless” and, above all,
obnoxious.
I could think of a few Batesie
Awards for him, too, but someone’s
already given them all out...
Jean Gudaitis,’86

What Do I Know
About Americans?
(Continued from Page 13)
selection arrived (Journey? Simon
and to unwanted bodily hair, feeling and
Garfunkel?
Billy Joel?
that “nothing below the waist on the • Aaahgghh!) and his habit of drink¬
first date” was probably the safest ing not the nectar we know as “beer”
policy to adopt. The effect of this but rather something that looks,
conversation had on me was rather smells and tastes like chilled cat’s
like arriving in Hell and being asked piss. And how will I ever be able to
what time I wanted to be called in forget that sorrowful day when he
the morning, and whether or not I told me that he had never heard of
wanted breakfast in bed; this person Wartsworth?
was human!
However it has also had its ups:
Since those first few days our rela¬ he’s never looked for a McDonald’s;
tionship has grown in sun and he didn’t bring any cruise missiles
shower, and evolved into something with him, and he’s (thank God)
true and lasting, a position from never told me what a “wunnerfull”
which we can both look back with country Scotland is.
amusement to those first difficult
If he is any indication, I feel I must
days. I don’t say it hasn’t had it say that you Bates students sure are
downs—notably when his tape a wunnerfull bunch of people!

GRADUATE STUDIES IN BIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
The Department of Biology of the University of Rochester
offers programs leading to M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Molecular,
Cellular, Developmental or in Population Biology.
Student support includes, full tuition costs, plus a stipend of
$7,000. Well-qualified students will be considered for an
additional $1,000 Rush Rhees Scholarship. Application forms
may be obtained by writing to the address below or calling
(716) 275-3835.
Graduate Studies in Biology
University of Rochester
Department of Biology
Rochester, N.Y. 14627
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Trip to France Planned
for Sociology Short Term
by Charles Prast
Staff Reporter

A new short term is being offered
this year in France. Instructor of
Sociology, Stephen Crawford, will
be taking a group of 12 students to
the University of Caen in northern
France. The students will be
assigned different aspects of French
culture to research on an individual
basis.
Crawford described the short¬
term trip to France as an “intellec¬
tual opportunity for American
social science students to step
beyond our own society,’ and a
chance for him to “share with .stu¬
dents (his) good experiences there.”
Some preliminary topics for study
include poverty, children, social wel¬
fare and prison systems. While it is
recommended, though not a prereq¬
uisite, Crawford is offering a course

during this term entitled “Compara¬
tive Sociology: Modern France”.
This course provides a background
for the short-term students. Accord¬
ing to the registration booklet, “The
course treats a range of social topics
from traditional village life to con¬
temporary industrial relations.”
These topics include the position of
women; the character of the French
elite; and the persisting influence of
Marxism.

IT’S WORTH
THE TRIP TO
TIMBERLAND!

WasHr"

During the final week and a half
of the term, students will leave Caen
and travel to Paris where they will be
able to apply their research in Caen
to a far more concentrated urban
setting.
Prospective participants will be
chosen on their ability to converse
freely in French, their involvement
in sociology and seniority.

SSKBon 729^178

AVERAGE RETAIL
PRICE £95

New Group Concerned with
Central American Issues
The newly formed Central Ameri¬
can Solidarity Association (CASA)
of Augusta has started the new year
with an abundance of energy. On
January 14, an all day workshop on
Central American issues was held.
Julie Meyer, regional coordinator of
Citizens In Solidarity with the Peo¬
ple of El Salvador, (CISPES), led
the workshop.
The presentation began with a
political, ethnic and economic his¬
tory of Central America. The recent
revolution in Nicaragua was dis¬
cussed at length. According to Ms.
Meyer, “although the new Nicara¬
guan government is not without it’s
problems, it has made positive
advancements in the areas of health
education and human rights.”
The Central American Solidarity
Association of August disagrees
with the conclusions reached by the
Kissinger Commission. CASA
believes the United States must turn

it’s policy away from militarization
to a policy of dialogue and non¬
intervention. Support of the strug¬
gles for self-determination by the
people of Central America is the
major goal of CASA.
The fundamental purpose of this
solidarity group is to increase the
public’s awareness about the situa¬
tion in Central America and to help
build a braod based opposition to
U.S. policies of intervention and
aggression,” said Elaine Regan, spo¬
kesperson for the Augusta area
CASA.
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The next CASA meeting will be
held on January 30 at the Lithgow
Library conference room starting at
7pm. Doctor David Halperin, a well
known Augusta physician, will
address the group. Dr. Halperin will
discuss his recent attendance at an
international conference on Central
America in Paris, France.

AN INCREDIBLE

NIGHT

PRICE
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Cote’s Old Fashioned
Ice Cream
Will Deliver Machine Packed Ice Cream
how: You Call 784-1551 To Order Flavor

186-U.S., Route 1, Falmouth, Phone (207) 781-5679
112 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Phone (207) 729-6178
BURLINGTON
OTHER TIMBERLAND KIITERY NORTH CONWAY NEWMARKET
NEW HAMPSHIRE NEW HAMPSHIRE VERMONT
FACTORY OUTLETS IN MAINE

when: Tues Between 6 pm and 8:30 pm

WHEN YOU BRING ,
IN THIS COUPON A FREE I

how much: S2.00 Cash Per Pint (or Special Coupon

then what: We Deliver Between 9-10 pm

784-1551

Between 6 & 8:30

i hOTTLE OF SILICONE!
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TO PROTECT YOUR TIMBERLANDS NO PURCHASE NECESSARY_
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